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FOFIEWCI,RD

As a member of the Vocational-Technical Consortium of States (\T (ECS), Alabama
vocational education has access .to the many research-baSed. catalogs2of oceupational data.

Those catalogs contain the basic, validated data for building currents performance-based
_._ . , .

.

programs:: di,t.y. :areas,tasks, performance objectives, criterion-refereneed Measures' and
performance guides. OccUPational 'data from other sources are-also available. Biit such data

are the foundations for performance-based instrdction, not the end product.. FOr between
the occupationaldata ancli the- student is a .wide gap. The bridge aeross that .pPt'is.jthe
instruction itself, the, actual lessons...Without them the occupational data are of little,benefit.

.
. r"-to the students.

,..,.._

.... An effeetive pèiformance-based lesson is not someqiing that just happeo'sjt is, an
event, an experience that must be Carefully and sysOmatically planned,-This ptiblication,
therefore, deals with the 'planning of.performance-based instruction. Part One,deals with _the,

gineral elements of instructional Planning, thqse decisioris .Whic*I.should.be made before a

lessonplanis written., Part Two deals nwre specifically with lessotrplans.

.

Written to enhance the efforts in performance-based instrUciOn in Alabama vootional
'edpcation, this:publication can serve tleSe pUrpoSes:

4/

As. a baSic reference, it Can help teacherswho'need review ill the fundaMentals.of

instruCtional

As a rosoUrce text, can -serve bo h facilitatcAs and particiint s in 1-ii7service

workshops..

As an instructional tex , it can he used with modules for indiv dUatized.:.

inStruction.

%.
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PART ONE - EL.EMENTS OF INSTRUCT ONAL PLANNING.

-
Instructional plannin'g is essentially a proCess of 'making deysions about. teaching.

Assuming that you have the Performance objective toward which you must 'teach, ther&re*
some important aecisions 'you must make before you.: put your teaching plan on paper.
From your 'own knowled0 and .experience :and the necessary reserirch. you must 'make
decisions to-answer these questions: r

What ills and knowledges must be taught? In order to achieve the perfarmance
objective, the students must be able to DO certain things, and they. must KNOW Certain
things :about what they are doing. This requires that ryou decide on the teaching content.
.those specific skills and knoWledges.which support the performance objective.

What stiucture or framework will-hold the content together to make it progressive
and meaningfUl? The ftructure, rn terms ofstudent achieyement,js the enroute or inLlesson
objectives which support each performante. Objective. Ca117ed major.. steps .or enabling
Objectives, such enroute .achievement checkpOintZ will..serve as definileVepS toward
reaching the performance objective..

9° What experiences will best.' facilitate Iearning the skills.iLnd knowledges and
meeting the objectives? Since performance:based instruction emphasizes student-centered
instruction, you, must decide on those methods and media Which can meet the learning
needs of the.students. '

,

How will you organize the lesson? In order for the lesson to be effectiye, you
miisedeeide on the sequeince for the teaching content aud the learning experiences.

Thbse decisions which answer the.above questions are the elements of instructional .
planning. Piirt Onecovers them in these chapters:

I. IntrodUction to Instructional, flanning

2. Planning for the Teaching Content

3. Planning fo?the Structure .

4. Planning for Student Experiences

5. Sequenc ng for Instruction c"\



CHAPTER

INTROBLIctI6I1-011NSTRLICTIONAL PLANNING

.
If one .observe a skilled, effeOtive-teacher' in operation, it is easy to assume that the

.- teacher was .Thorn to teach" and \.. therefore does what come.s naturally.. For example, ,
everything presented seems .to fall into the right places. The teacher'sa5is and does the right
things ,at 'the prOper times.. Questions and probleMs are dealt with as they arise- Students.
know vVhat they 'are doing, and they do,it well. The Materials are available When neided'and
'just 'seem to fit into place. Objectives are meL -and the students seem motivated. In. fact, dm
is likelli to conclude, ."T'hat teachr has 4rrived. Teajhing is a snap." But further..
consideration will often reveal that what was accomplishel with Such apparent ease 4taii.S
actually the result of some conscientious thought and hard work. That .teacher who seems
"born to teach" csan PLAN a leSson as well as teach it. One of the kgSts to effective teaching'
is good planning. _ ..

. .

. .,

As an introduction to. instructicinal planning: this chapter' summarizes the major
purposes of planning, includes some basic aSs`umptions which should be inacle before
planning begins, ind previews the majOr dtoisiOns whicli make up tire phuming process..

PURPOSES OF INSTRUCTIONAL PLANNING

The ultimate purpose Of instrutional planning is to design' performance-based
instruction.' which .can :bridge that pp between the student' .anci the job. But .more
specifically, good planning enables the .teacher in each 'lesson to: -

-

...
* Teach toward gpecifiC outcomes.

Contribute to ,udent motivation.

... 'Conduct the lesson in an organized orderly sequence.

ERsure that all necessary skills .and knowledges are taught.'

Make the best use of equiPment and materials.

Provide meaningful activities and experiences.

Conductyerformance-based evaluation of student achiev&inent.
A

BASI,C ASSUMPTIONg

.
histructional planning must have a foundation in the course or, program struetri

Therefore, When the planning process' begins, we must asSume the following conditions:

p.

The course structure has alrea0 been .deterMined.- There should be a voi se
ouflThe or similar document which, among other things, identifies the approved content in
terms of the units to be covered.

.1*
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a The tasks or competencies to be developed should Ipve been identified, and
t;ected ix the appropriate Units of the course outline.

4 e .

Performance objectives should have ben writlen or selected for each of the. tasks
or competencies.

. lf those conditions, exist, tie planningfor instruction can begin. Otherwise, thecourse
of studY, Curriculum guisie or Other doCuments must- be developed before lessons can:be
planned. ,.

PREVIEW OF PLANNING DECISIONS
0

)

A written lesson plan i a result of several decision-making proceSses. Part One deals
. .t. with those decisions. In order to facilitate the use of Part One as a resourCe text; this section.

summarizes the decisi,ons.diScitssed in chapters 2' through 5.'This -will make it easier' for those
.. 'who use the text for reference to select specific chapters according to specific needs.,

PLANNING.FOR THE TEACHING CONTENT .zr)
Since the .teacher mot .plan. WHAT TO TEACH, it is necessary to determ

skills ancrknowledges whici suppott the perforniance objective. `.

7 The, skills and knowleders are the, "meat on the bones" which make up the acival
teaching content of each performance Objective. They .are the procedural steps whicti.m-ust
he explaped and demonstrated and the essential knpwledges-whichlnust be presented.

Chlipter 2 includes :instructitn's on how to determine the, suppo ting skills and
knowledges for the teaching _content. ' .

-

PLANNING FOR TBE STRIXTURE
i .

. . A
In order for a lesson, to include progressive steps toward' achieverrient of, the

performance objective, it unit have some structuring fromework. Such structure is provided
by plmining and writing the "nablise. (in-lesson) objectives or major steps. These structuring
objectives may be written fo both skills and kpowledges to serve asin-lesson checkpoints.

,
Whether written for skills ..or knowljdges7, enabling objectives .pravide the Inzjor 1

c tecking points for assessing studenf achievement and progression.

- Chtipter 3 ctains instructions on how tO prepare enabling objectives or major steps
forjesson structuie.

PLANNING FOR STUDENT EXOERIENCES
mr..

In performance-based instruction, the students become active participanes-thd learn
by doing, by becoming involVed in meaningful,- skillsleveloping activities. Such
activities4eading, oly;erving,- listening, practicing, solving problems., completing projects,
etc..,-must be olirefull planned a'appropriate for eatch "lesson.
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In order -for thoke experiences to be most effective, the teacher must plan a format for
them. The lesson format is the method or combination of methods for providing the
information and facilitatLtiu tlie,student leasnirrg experiences: The teacher. therefore, must
decide and select . from such methods as explanation/ discussion,
dentonstrationjperfOrmance, directed stUdy; laboratory assignments, -individualized
instruction, anc.I other methods. .

It is also necesSary .to select and plan for those media whieh can be used. to .transmit
teacliinernformation and support the learning experiences through application, practice and
perttrmance. Some examples of media to be .silected are printed litiaterialS such as
textbooks, manuals, handoutS, information. sheetS and task sheets:graphic materials such as
charts, diagrams, schematics ant -photographs; audioVisUals Such as films, tapes, TV
...%Ideoiapes, filmstrips, slides an4 transparenCies: and.actual objects such as took, supplies,.
Act equipment.

chapter 4 presents guidelines for the selection of all such student fx-periences.,
including both methods a id media.

SEQUENCING-THE INSTRkTION

An 'offective lesson must be presented in a progressive., orderly sequence so that each k
step properly relates to the other steps .and 'cOntributes to achievement of the objective.
Chapter. 5 presents. basic approlches to segtiencing and some guidelines on how to use them..

4,14.
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CHAPTER 2

PLANNING FOR THE TEACH NG CONTENT

P.

One of the major decision's .to, be made when planning a lesson is the content of ths.
lesson in terrna of specific skills and knowledges.Vapter 2 deals with how to determine
those skills and knoWledges for teaching content.

0.,
DETERMINING THE SKILLS OR PROCEDVRAL STEPS

l
A .co e ent artd practical Methdd for planng theskills td be taught is to analyze the

performance Objective and determine the procedural .steps foisdoing it: Such procedural
steps, when determine41, serve these iMportant functions: .

- ,

They provide .the basic framework for the teacher's explanations and
demonstrations. When _organized in the teacher's lesson plan, they may be accomparried by
the necessary teaching points for complete explanation (why it must be dpne 'a certain way,
how-to-do-it explanation, what.happens .i:vhep not properly dolie, etc.). Ps

They help to establish the sequence for the instruction.

They become the basis for student practice andyperformance.,

They Ifecome,the basis for writing job sheets, task sheets, assignment sheets and
other items of student materials used as media in support of the Iessop.

SOURCES FOR PROCEDURAL STEk

Basically, there are two sources from w
completed task analysis an.id a task breakdown.

rich you can derive the procedural s eps., a

CQMPLETED TASK ANALYSIS. if a -task analysis hasleen ampleted Jill detail, the
procedural steps will be listed under each major step or task element.

TASK BREAKDOWN. If a task ami1y4scontains, only a listing of the major elements,
then you should,break each element doyn kito its spetific procedural steps. Here is an
example of how each element in a task can be brok'en down inth its procedural stepso

TASK: Prepare checks forpayment

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Provided blank. check for student use and inforniation
concerning date, payee, drawer, amount, ptevious depositS and .balance, and checkwriting
guidelines, prepare the check and stub without error.

ELEMENTS:

Analysis of this task resultsin two distinct elements or subtasks:

7
Ps

f
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Fill in check stub'

.1 Writa the check'

PROCEDURAL STEPS':

*Pr,

The specific, how-tO-do-it procedural steps for each of those elements are 'as o ws:

Fill in checik stub.

a. Make sure ballince is up-to-date.
b.. Redord deposit.
c. .Total previous balance.
d. Record amount of check. *
e. 'Subtract ancl record new balance.
f. Record balance on next cheek stub.

2. Write the check.

a. Write check number if not prenumbered.
b-. . Write date on wrhich check is being issued.
c.. Write the payee's name in full.
d.. Write arnbunt \of check in figures.
e. Write amount hi wor`cis

-(11W Begin at extreme left
(2) Separate dollars 'and.cents with word "and"
(3) Write cents. as fraction of lOG
(4) Draw line from cents to

. (5) For amount less thari $1, write "only - cents"
6

Hereis. i,anothez example o llustrate bow a task has been broken down in o its
procedural steiis:

TASK: Clean,. gap, and test spark plugs

1

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile n sing s. k plug service and access to the appropriate tools, equk2mot,
and service manual, clean, gap, and test h spark plug* and Place them into the engine accofding to
the manufacturer's specifications and pooced

.1. Remove spark plugs.
a.r Remove spark plukvires.
b. Lobsen spark plug.
c. Clean area around plug.
4. Remove spark plug from head.
e. Remove Osket .

4.



a

Clean splak plug.
a. Use cleaning machine.
b'. Clean wit1i compreSsed-air.

. a -
c. Clean with'file.

CIean with wire brpsh.-
.

.1t, So gr.:Irk plug,gan. 1'

It. koOk. up spatl: plug-gap,in
b. Use gauge to check iap: . _

' Bend ground electrode io open or- close gap.

04 4.- Test spar.plugs.
. a. Use ut4ting machine.,

b, Determine efficiency

spariC plugs.
Coat threads with engine oil.
Install in head.

cs Torque to specification.
cL Replace plug wires in proper order:

,3
. ,..

The fOlkiWing are sonic recommended procdure for doing a task. breakdown..
V

' ;
Self-knowledge and eNperience. The best, place to start is with your own

knowledge of hoW each element is performed. -Write .. the. procedural. s eps under elicit
. .element in the. correct 'performance sequence, /

1. References.: Y00 should never rely -entirely on Your 'own- knowIeilge of..how .an
element is performed. Instead, you should consult the rnost .current, reliable sokirces -
available such as.manualsteNtbooks, and handbaoks.

Interviews. This ,third procedure serves sometitnes a a primary sourceand is also .'

usefttl to validate or revise a breakdown derived by one or both- Of the previous'procedures.'
Go to pther instructors, supervisors or workers, and obtain informatioln both the content
and'sequence of each element breakdown.

DETERMINING RELATED kNOyLEDGES

For many tasks, there are certain. important knoWledges ,which must e ,taught ,in:
iiddition to the explgriation and.deinonstrationsof task proCedures.. TheY ae refe?red to as
related knowledges because they relate tO and .support ,the performance objective: Same
exam.ples are tert4ino'rogy, safety precautions, reasons -for doing a*ta-sk, essential theorY of
operation and 'nomenclature of equipment.

,4Fxit ,

GENERAL GUIDELINFS.FOR SELECTING RELATED KNOWLEDGES

Here are* sornpecific guidelines- to 'help you decide wThch knowledges ARE essentidl..
.

The knowledge is essenlial to safety. This includes safety.precautions pertaining
to the student, preCaution necessary to prevent damage to the equipment, and precqutions
ne.cessary to safety or Well-being of the patron or customer.

,
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. The knowledge' is ncessary t.o prepare the student for job decisions or
continencies. 'Eor mum*: in cosmetology, it is neeessary for students to lopw which type

.
of shampoo to use for each hair condition.

The knowledge is-necessary to orient the student -to the t
this Won ld be why a task is performed and the different conditions
requfred.

p 0.: It is necessary
performance.

OURC S FOR RELATED. KNOWLEDGES

sk. Sonie ekamples of
r whicji, it migl'it be

o teach some theory Or operating' principle priop to the task

The conimon sources for deriving.outlines of related knowledges are as follows:

Self-knowledges or experience. Since you already, have., a background in' the
subject matter with 'which you are working, you can proceed with a-lentalive analYsis;

7Remember:. Do not be Satisfied with your own analysis; you should confirm and revise it
based QI1 information from other sources..

Research. If you have pade a tentative analysis based on your own background,
research- may be the next souree. 'You can refer to cuirent printed .data such as manuals,
textbooks, and other printed Sourees'.

Subject matter specialist review. If you are not satisfied with the related:
knpwledges you have determined from your own _experiences and research; you may consult
other experts fot review and necessary cOrrections. Use other instrUctors, supervisors and
workers as your subject-matter specialist.

'EXAMPLES OF RELATED .KNOWLEDGES

The following are examples to show how related kilowledges have been selected"to
SUPPORT the respective objectives.

a

TASK: Prepare cheeks for payment

PERFORMANCE OFLIATIVE:

1 4

Provided a blank Check for student use and information concerning date, payee, drawer, amount, ,
previous deposits and b4ance, and checkwriting, guidelines, preVare the check and stub without error.,

RELATED KNOWLEDGES,

Terms pertaining to checks
a. Check - written order from depositor directing bank to pay specific sum .Of money to

one named on check
Cash coins, paper money, checks, money order and money deposited in bank.

c. currency - paper.money
d. .Signature card - card filed by bank to show who is authorized to sign. clleck for the

acc:ount
c. DepOsitar one in whose name money is plac6d in the' bank -
f. Drawer - the depositor



Drawee - the bank'
Payee 7 the one who leeeives the checl:

7. Parts of 'check
a. T e stub or source 'document

(1.) Chetirytumber and amount
.

(2) Date
v()._ Payee

Reasan for payment .

7-',45 /z. 'Balance brought forward

(6) Deposits
(7) Total
(8) Balance ress cleck

.

The check
(1) Check number

(2) Date
(3) Payee
(4) Figure amount
.(5) Written amourif
(6) Drawee'
(7) Drawer
(8) Signature
(9), ABA numbers

(10) Magnetic ink character

TASK: Clean, gap, and test spark plugs

-

4.

'EL

1 1

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Given an automobile needing spark plug strvice, and-access to the appropriate tools, e4lipment,
and service manual, clean and gap the spark plugs, and place them back into the automobile accNding
to the manufacturer's specifications and procedures, '-

RELATED KNOWLEDGES

Spark plug composition
(a) Procelain

(1) Insulation
.(2) Heat dissipation

(b)
(1) Center part
(2) Base

2. Spark plug components
(a) Terminal
(b) Seal
(c) Insulator
(d) Rth
(e) Flats for wrench
(f) Seal

(g) Shell
(h) Gasket seal.



I
(i) Center electrode
'(j) Threads
(k). Side electrode
(1) Gap.

. Spark pLug conditions
(a) Oil fouling
(b) Gas fouling
(c), Burned or overheating
(d) Normal conditions .

(e) _Carbon fouling
(f) Siii6one deposit
(g). Splashed fouling

z

*4.

-
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. . CHAPTER 3

PLAN,IVING F,OR, THE STRUCTURE

N. . . ,N . .

Since performane..e-t?iote.d instruction' .1..s .orogro-ssive in:nature, -eath lesson should have ..-,
Some interim ,aChi.evement or checkPoints,''Such checkpoints witlijn the leSson zire ri!letred..
ItO asenablMg Objekitives..(hapter 3,1t1ierefore,.exPlains liQw to phuralul %%411e-them. It 'deals
with two kindsThl ,enabling objectives for . task elen*hts and twO kinds for relatei.

. .
knowledges. ....,,.,

.7

ABBREVIATED ENM3L1NG OBJECTIVES FOR TASK ELEMESiTS (MAJOR STFPS)

-One form of enalfiing.objective which is widely used is actio statethent of the task.
. . ,

elOnent or major steR; We. refer 'to this as abbreviated because ooly t w behavior is stated.
Each task (and perforniaiace objective) is usually divisible into two or more major %tell's

which; when perforAleCO.h 4quence, make tip the total behavior of the perfc4mance
objective-. FOr. example., -qk task', ."Give iilain. shariapoo" -may'te divided- into-these major
stops or abb,reviated -objecti:

't'7.`.,-

\ Make preparation foi;.$ba

Prepare the patron forhampoo.

Give first .application of s4ampoo.

Give second application Of shampoo.

Partially towel dry the hair. .

11.

Anotlior task, "Bend copper tubing with spring bender" could be .divided into these ma (
steps:

Prepare the tube for bending.

Bend the.tulaing.

PURPOSES OF MAJOR §TEPS

When property stated as action -statementS-, major steps. become the enroute- or enabling
objectives. As such they serye these purpuses.

They establish major checkpoints for the lesson.. As they reach §i major step,
students can practice. and' perform. ,before'ProgresSing 'to the next step.- le teacher can
evaluate performance to -determine those Who:have mastered the ,step and those who peed
extra practice or remedial instruction. When such, a system of interim cheekpOinf's is

applied, the teacher, can expect studentS to achieVe the .performance objectives without
unreasonable difficulty .. because they have maStered the.stepS-one at a time.

,

a
13
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\iThey provide le basis and structure for Specific:activities. Since the lesson

-pertaining to an entire task might require several hours, it might be desirable to build an .

activity around- thtt mastery of'a task elernen't In that way, both teachers and students have
a long-range qbjective (achievement of a task performance objective) and short-term
.objective (major.steps or enabling objectives)'.

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING MAJOR STEPS
_

The following guidelines will help you de -ideW iich components.from a task analysis or
breakdown qualify as-major steps/

A major step is a meaningful activity, meaningful in the sense that it is a complete
task element which cointributes ,to performance of' the eritir awak. The previous.example;'
"Prepare customer for shampoo" is a Meaningful activity 'ause it represents,a complete
element of the task "Give -plain shampoo." But "Remov pins from hair" by itself isnot a
meanirigful activity; itis merely a procedural step.

A major step is made up of a. s6quence Of procedural steps. The-previous example,.
."Preiiare patron' for shampoo" qualifies as a majep because it can be broken down into
'more specific steps usually done in sequence such as this example.

Greet and seat the patron.

Ask -patron to remove neck or ear jewelry and glasses.

Drape the patron.

Remov4 all hair pins from hair.

. Examine condition of hair and walp.

v It represents a major checkpoint in: progressidn towaLd the next step. Since a
major step is 'a maningful activity Made up of.procethiral steps, it can be learned, practiced
and mastered by the students. Upon mastecy, the students will be ready -to move on to the
next step.

It can usually be explained and demonstrated as a meaningful entity. As explained
previously, a major step often becomes -the basis t r a major part of the lessOn. When
evaluating a major, step according to thi*guideline. it is helpful to ask "Could I build a
meaningful activity upon this step?" J.

It 'can be practiced and .evaluated in a meaningful setting. If a step does notlend
itself to such meaningful practice and evaluation, you should question whether it is merely a
procedural skill instead of a major ;tep.

. t;>.
GUIDELINES FOR WRITING AND EDITING MAJOR STIP STATEMENTS

Major steps should be written as complete action statements, Here are some guidelines
.for writing ynd editing them:

a

RULE I : USE ACTION VERBS 10 CLEARLY SPECIFY QVERT, OBSERVABLE
BEHAVIOR. A simple way for doing this is to in-ragine that one is telling the students to do
the major step. lf, for eXample, -are teacher has explained and demonstrated how to prepare



th t. patron for shampoo, she (114.1 would not .tell the students, "Bejble to prepare a, patron
tor a sharnpoo,".ow "Know how tO,prepare a patron for a shampoo," Instead she (he) should
simply direct them to "Prepare the patron foi a shampoo."

RULE 2: QUALIFY THE STATEMENT BY INCLUDING' THE OBJECT.. The actiob
verb zinsw,m the question, "Do .what?." .The objeet answers the question, "To what or
whom?" Consider these examples: -

, r

Action Verbs
(Do' Wbut?)\

.. Bend

Prepare

owl

10.

d I I

,

Objects
(To What or N.ilion-cy---

cOpPer tubing

patron

Change tire

Rep!.
a. ' tUsesJ.RUI..1 3: (When applicable)) IT.. TS SOMETIMES NECESSARY TO 'WRITE A'

VATEMENT WHICH NM' pNLY ANWi'.RS tHE TWO PREVIOUS QUESTIONS BUT
.

WHICI I ALSO.ANSWERS A THIRD: "TO. WIJAT EXTENT OR. FOR WHAT PU RPOSE."
Consider the talowing examples: .

Action Verb
(Do What'.')

Prepare

. Bend

TrOubleshoot

insNct

Object
To what ot whom)

_

pat ron
,

copper tubing

circuit

. ignition systent_.

Qualifier
(t:or what purpose. to what extent, etc.)

tfor shampoo

to 450 angle

i,solate-rnalfunctions

fortrokedWires

ADDITIONALEXAMkE OF MAJOieSTEPS,

TASK: Clcan', gap, and.test spark'plugs

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
dad,

Given an automobile needing spark plug service and access to the appropriate tools, equipment,
_and service manual, clean and gap the sPark 'plugs. and place them back into the authomobile
accordthg to the manufacturer's specifications'and procedures.-

_ MAJOR STEPS (Derived, from analysis Of t'ask)

I. Remove spark plugs
-. Clean spark plugs
3: Set spark plug gaps
4. Test spat plugs for etThiencv
5. Install si ar plugs

S.

414,1



THREE-COMPONENT ENABLING OBJECTIVES FOR TASK ELEMENTS .

While many teacheLs prettir the abbreviated form of enabling 'C)bje.ctives or major steps,
others prefer them writteli in coMplete behavioral terms with the three componytts of
behaVior. standards and. conSitioni. This section, therefore, deals .with therm Since the
concept is the same as for task perforMaince Qbjectives, this sectibn does .not deal in 'detail
with their componenV. ( For Iliorc detaired inf6rMation on the' components, refer to the
text, IIEVELOPING , PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES AND CRITERION-REFERENCED'.
MFASURES.*) Instead, it presents. some of,th advantages over the abbreviated form and
.summariies the three components. ,-

.

ADVANitAtlESs- "tr ,
When coMPared with the 'abbreviatedAtabling -objectives, those. writtn complete

behavioral' terms hifve the following possible
.

theS/ provide more coriete guidance for designing the. checkPoint measures for
theM.. Because the conditions 'and . ndards are written, the teacher will know exactly how
to administer-the measures and hoW to evaluate them. This is espeCially true of difficult or

,complex task elements. .

They specify more .control over the performanee and evajuation. Again, this is
especial! y true if thevtask elementis difficulror.complicated.,

When Used as tle basis for lessons, they provide coMplete- behavioral objettives.
rather-tha'n just the%staternent of Major steps..

S.

They help leachers to be consitent in describing desired student behavior
changes. ThN is true 'because they Contain both the conditions and standards.

WRITING THREE-COMPONENT ENABLiN.G OBJECTIVES
4

In writing enabling objectives in this form it is necessary to specify lhese components:

CONDITIONS. This component uually speeiRes what the studet will use' in
performing each element. When the equipment and supplies (and 'other conditions); are
clearly implied, it is not always necessary to write them in.

7

BEHAVIOR. This, component is he complete acticitt statement-of the:behavior. Like
the abbreviated enabling objectives .for-ij majorstep, it Must answer the queStionS "Do what
to what Or whom?" and sometimes "For what purpose or to what extent?-

STANDARDS. How well the students must perform 'is specified in this. component. A
clearly specified standard will enable the, teacher t(), make an ;.iccurafe, Objective evaluation
of the students' performance. Some common types 'Of standards re :

*This text is available.froM -the Curriculum Development Unit. Division of Instructional
Servic9. Room 802. State Office Building. Montgomery. Alabama 30130

0^%.

t
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Degreeplaccuracy such as "...within plus or minus S'),"

se Time limits such as ".. .within five. minutes."

*-4 111

Cora it of finished product such as "...plan must include the following elements:"

Quality of finished product sucit s lwith smooth, evim

EXAMPLES OF THREE-COMPONENT
EN ABL4NG OBJECTIVES. FOR TASK E LEM ENTS

. .

TASK:-Pi4pare cheeks for payment

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

Provided a blank check for student use and information concerning date, payee, drawee, amount,
previous deposits and balance, and eheck-wi iting guidelines, prepare. the LTheck and stub without error.

ENABLING .OBJECTIV1;S:

7

1. Given infonnatiun on required check pay.ment and a blank check stub, till in the stub without
'error. 1
2. Provided information on paymetlt by check and sample check. write the 'check without error.:

TASK: Put on and reinove-sterile gloVes

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:

. Given a Pack of sterile. gloves, put the gloves on and e ove them without breaking sterile
technique.

ENABLING OBJECTIVES:.

L.
Given a Pack or sterile gloves. Ptithe gloves on without breaking sterile technique.

r-
av9ig put on a pair of sieril2 gloves. emove.the gloves wi Utuu f contaminating the skin.

TASK: Take cu tings

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVEL

GiveiT'stock pl.ants to use for taking cuttings. necessaoy equipment- and supplies, take cuttings.
Satisfactory completion_ is reali/ed when the following criteiia 1) Cuttings are taken, from
current tern inal wood,: aiiikt :1 I lie Ail Is J

1
I. Given stock plants. the 41cL:ess..11.}.- equipment and supplies. select the pwpei wood to,cut. .

(Must.select current.terminal woOd.)
r lef

. 2. Given stems seletled n.pieyions activi iv. tieesai : equipment and so ppi les. take .otitt,thg.s at
45° angles.

-or
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WRITING ENABLING OBJECTIVES FOR RELATED KNOWLE6GES

Whenever you are to .teach Felated knowledges. you should have enabling objectives if
,you wish to have actiVities and checkpoints in tn lesson for them. This section deals with
how to write theni. It includes-some guidelines on the levels of knowledge and some
directions for writing' botikthe. abbreviated and three-coMpOnent enabling objectives,

DETERMINING LEVEIS FOR RELATED KNOWLEDGES

13e7fore attempting.to write an enabling objective tr any segment of related knowledge,
'you should- identit4y the level to whiCh it Neds to be' taught. The- term level refers to what
stutints are_expected to do with' the:knowledge. For example.. in teaching the terms
.pertaining to checks, the teacher would probably want the students td remember, recall, in
other words. "know7 the terms. On the other hand. if he or she were teaching the rules for
long division that teacher would probably want the si,ndents not only to remember those
rules but also to use them to solve problems.

Generally. there ai;e six .levels to which relatedknoWledges .may be taught andapp ied:
They are presented here frbm hAimplest to the most complex.

KNOWLDGE. The lowest level has to. do with recalling or temembering information.
Some exathples, of this behavior are memorizing set of rtiles, naming the ;parts of
something, identifying correct answets from lists, matching colunms, etc. This level applies
when all that is required is for the students to remember.or recall certain informalion.

COMPREHENSION. Once the students have developed the ability to' remember or
recall the required information. it is possible to go to the next higher level, comprehension.
'his level means that -they not only can recall facts but can 'also understand relationships.
ne measure of comprehension is tranSlation, that is,taking information learned in one form

and stating it in another. A common example of this is the tradifidnal essay question in
which the stadent is directed to "Explain in your own wordslik._MOre practical examples are
reading the data .from a'vaph or chart and expressing it verbally, putting verbal data into a.
chart tar graph, and writing the description of a house from a blueprint:

APPLICATION. The next higher level is application which:Means that students not`
only remember the facts and understand the essential relationship but ca also use .that

.information or transfer it .t0 other situations. Here are some examples. e students apply
the Ohm's taw formula by computing ,unknoWn cui'reht.. resistance and voltage. The
students apply the rules .of safety.. by writing a safety checklist. The students apply the
formula for compound intereSt by solving compOund interest probler

ANALYSIS. Basically. at- this level the students can take the' whole and break it down
into its component parts based upon the relationships which they have. learned.. Eor
example, the tudents analyze a job application form and show its parts. make an Outline f
a technicaltdescription. trace the flow of electricity through the major components. or take
a narrative problem and set it up in mathematical form.

SYNTHESIS. Whereas in .a ialysis the students break down a whole intb its related
component parts. in this level they take the component parts to pia together a new whole.
$onw, eXampies are drawing a floor.plan for a house, draw' ig a schematic to represent the
components of a system, or using data and information to e a job resume.



rVAMJATION. The highest form of cognitive behavior and one which.is used les s than
the others in entry ,level training is evh4pti-cyri. This means using eriteria to make a value
judgment on a process' or a product. So Me examples are editing a resume. inglecting a

4:
olueprint, critiqUing a performance.. or judging a skills contest.-

WRITING ABBREV,I,ATFDTNAl3LING OBJFCTIVES FOl'Z WUDGES

As in the abbreviatedvenabling -objectives for task elements, this ,type is also a concise
statement of the,d6iired behavior when. Ni.Titten for knowledges. Once you have identified
the level to which:the knowkdge should be used. write a statement which explNes what
you want the, student to'DO to 'prpve.,...he or she has learned it'. Consider these.wrontIaLld
right examples,

WONG RIG fr

Know col lpoubd interest.

Apply Ohm's Law.

Solve compound init."! rest problems.

Compute resistance, voltage and current.
using Ohm's Law.

Identify hones of Upper - Libel bones on a drawing of t
ex t remities.

le ipper extiemities..

Un'derstand the following terms. Delhie the follo ng terms.

The follOwing example's will help 'you write abbreviated enabling objectives
levels o use you have determined.

I' Knowledge: LABEL btmes ni a diagram.

LaT theVive parts of the ....
MATCH edch term with the correct definition.

EADERLINV the key wolds in the following passage from a manual.

OUTLINE the steps for ....

CHECK the true statements.

Comprehension liESCRIBE the'housv represented on the blueprint.

IM

3. Application

SUMMARIZE the letter of. application.

PLOT the following info !nation on a graph.

WRITE two examples fur eaa of the following:

EXPLAIN in wining two causes of ,

MAMA. the decimals tp frak:tions.

CONVERT the following to met
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k

DitAW floor plan for .(he Wowing specifications.

(' MPt.11'l the OLI rat iuns
. . I,

'WRITE exai pls of how these prinOiples can be applied.

Anajysis BREAK dowa this job into its steps.

-MAKE a flow char; to show the major work activities in this
deser.iption.

DRAW.a diagram .to show each or the ceotupoucflts.

ANALYZE a schematic drawing to identify t4I: main
system components.

5. SYnthesis COMPILE hibl;ography t'or shop use.

WRITE a work report. using these facts,

DEVELOP a work plan.

DESIGN a.new fo n to recut d this infurmation.

CREATE a new aess pattern.

PLAN a new schedule.
-

PREPARE a speech about yOur jolq

(). Evaluation RATEa worker according to these standards.

. EXPLAIN why thiS application is acceptable, or
unacceptable.

JUSTIFY this request for new tools.

WRITE a cr tique on a field trip.

EDIT an infonnation.sheet for readability.

.

WRI111NG TH R EE -COM PONENT. ENABLING OBJECTIVES Fog RELATED
KNOWLEDGES

The .first component, the statement of vehavior. may .be determined and written as
explained in the previous section. The conditions and standardscan then be added.

WRITINGTONDITIONS..naving written the behavior-statenieritp deSired knowledge
*els, you.should. also 'determine the instructional conditions under .hich those behaviors
can-occur. For example. it' the behavior is to "Label the components of a carburetor on a

.
diagram," .a required condition is.an unlabeled diagram. In..some cases, conditio& will be so
clearly understood that it is noi necessary to write them cut.
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WRITING STANDARDS. If knowledize-type enabling objectives are uf be formally
evaluated, it. is sarv-to provide the standards, for minimum acceptable. performance.
Different types o standa may be used depending upon behaviors and. conditions.Pne of
.the most common types ofstandards is the degree of accuracy or,correctness as shown in
the folloiring exanoles:.

Label at least 195 of the 206 bones correctly.

Sylve at least 8 of 10 problems con

Match at least 15 of 20 definnions ccArrect.

Liudedine at least 90(,:.; of thee tOolsci rrectly.

However, when ,enabling objectives are in the higher levels of Cognitiv'e behavior
analysis., synthesis, evaluation. standsrds arc often based on. The content or quality of a

finished produ4, For. examplc;:.

, Job breakdown must include all procedural steps.

Work plan musl include each of the elemenk.

ot

The floor plan must be scaled to exact s

.S AM PL E .T I i E -COM PON E N T FN113L1NG OBJECTI VES FOR ZELATED
KNOWLEDbFS

The following are Sonic enabling objectives containing the three components. Wh.tif
written in this manner, they provide descriptions of the activities which can be planned as
in-lesson Checkpoints.

gib .Given an unlabeled drawing of the human skeletkn, label at.least 195 of the 206 buttes correCtly.

Given data on daily,sales for a. nithi. plot the sales on a graph,to the nearest SI 00 for each day,
4

Given a list of weights and measures of the Englkh system, convert each to the nearest metric system
. equivalent...

Given a tape recording of a job inte.rview, e a critique on the interview. using .the attavhed
checklist.

I'
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CHAPTER 4

PLANNING FOA SMOOT 'EXPiRIENCES

11

......
.. .,

. A performance-baect lesson in operation is a carefully planned arrangement of learnhig. ,

#. experiacft whieh lead up to ziekievement ofithe objectivc..,Learnini exporietwes inelude.the.....,,.
. .

niethods ',used to flcihtate theM and the media used:to stipflort iite. methods.- This.:Npter.A. . . ... .
gii LkaIs .',ith'-ht:miCto plan for learning:experiences: ft includes: g *

.. . ..
.*''''. ,t'#,... ; ,

Ntethods: for FaCilitatingLearning Experience's

V

Medi for Fa. litatinglearning

Guidelines for Nanning Methods and Media ,
..1.

- .. METHOOS.FOR FACILITATING LEARNiNG EN:PERIENCES-.
.

. . .

-.. ,

,The teacher must have aplanned system for directing and controlling those exper enceS-
throuLth which students learn. There must be a .pattern .orforinat for presenting the related
.knowledges. introducing equipment and suplies;.explaining and showing _how procedures.:
are performed,- tind directing practice imd, performance. Kmothod, then...sets up the general
formal for those activities._ A -good lesson is .usu Hy a combination of methods carefully

Iliselected to facilitate.learning experiences.

It is ,convenient to think of student ,experiences in teems of how students. le.a Ai and
what they learn..Students must learn knowledges relationships, etc.). and
there are Methods suited to. that ,requirement. They alsodea;_i; by observing:some methods

:.are suited- to obkrvation. They need other experiences in Witich they learn by _doing, and
there are methods which facilitate that.kind of experienceS._From time to time, there sliould
alsd -be experiences planned to reinforce. learning. Accordingly. the methods in this section
are grotiped according to those:learning reqUirements.,

METHODS THROUdH WHICH STUDENTS LEARN INFORMATION

; Included in this -.roup are lecture. discussion. audiovisual progral s, guest ,speAers.
proprammed.inst uctipnal materials, Ind dirted.study assignmentS.

LECTURE. One of the ways for the teacher to transi t faqs, concepts. rules,
principles .and relationship by the lecture' method. In this inet/sLi. the teacher explains.
tells, informs, and often uses such aids as chal.kboard. transparencies, or slides_ In voLtional
education, an.informat lectu're presentation,iS often uSed as a part of the lesson.

The infornilil lecture has several useS. aniong them the follow.ing:

Introdtice tivcourse,' a block or a uflit

Present the related knowledges of a lesson

SumMarize a problem or assignment

23
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I Provide informAion which is 'difficult for students to. otherwiSe obtain

a Provide in forn ation-to large groups
7.

DISCUSSION. This, is a teacher-conducted approach in which stUdents learn by sharing
.informIrtion and experiences: It often follows a lecture presentation or offiside study
assignments. In :this. mtod, the teacher uses, questions, designed to cause students to
participate ,by exchanging ideas. opinions and experiences to reach conclusions that support
the lesson.-Objectives. -The teacher's job is to ask questions, pose problems, and direet
student participation. Students answex 'questions by- pooling_their thinking under the
teacher's guidance-to, bring out the desired information:

Some of the main pu'rposes serVed by the discussion are as.follows:

Stimulate effective thinking

Prdinote student participation

Promote Meaningful 'expression

s Correct misconceptions.

Supplement other methods

AUDIOVISUAL 'PROGRAMS. When available. audiovisual.programs can .be very useful
In transmitting information to students. .Some examples are films, tape-slide programs.
tape-filmstrip programs, and TV video tapes. They, are often accompanied 'by exercise:4 alid
other devices which enhance student participation.

Some of the uses of audiovisual programsare:

Provide a p ofessional presentation

Appeal to sense's of hearing.and seeimi

Provide standardized coverage

Illustrate difficult concepts

Offer variety, when used along with other methods

Efihance interest and n otivation

'GUEST SPEAKERS. Often a locat-perfis available to speak to the class on a specific
topic related to the course. This is inexpensiV usually the speaker(toes this as a goodwill or
public relations effort), and it can be highly informative. Some of the purposes best served
by this method are as follows:

Provide current job and career infon ation

Provide -information on new techniques and procedures



Provide motivational type information.

PROGRAMMUIT INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS. Programmed texts and other
programmed instructional materials may, be. used to leach:necessary knowledges such as
lath; metric system._ principles, and .procedures. In this type octechnique, the information.

is .presented in small steps. After each step, the student is asked to respond by ansWering
questions or completing other types of exercises. After each resPonse. the .corrsct answers
are given- sp that the student is reinforced. ThUs. the student learns information throUgh

repetition, application,- and reinforcement. Whenever such materials are available, they pre
usually.very effective.

Programu ed instructional Materials can be used to:

TeaCh recall ancii. memorization

Teach the transfer of.principles and rules .

Teach sequential mental processes such as working long diVision

Teach relationsh ps

.D1RECTED STUDY .ASSIGNMENTS, If the .students -are capable of reading aild

understanding information; it is sometimes pbssible to.make direNed study assi6ments
from textbooks. information sheets,and.other sources. This type pf assignment ts often
accompanied by exereiseS or .qiiestions to reinforce the studY.-

-

Pifected study asgnments can be used to:

.Introduce new Material

Provide tl e background for alater discussion period

Offer, catch-up opportunity to students Who were absent when tilt!' in.
taught by other methods

.ial was

METHODS TIIROL1GI I WHICH STUDENTS LEARNBY OBSERVATION

Sometimes it. is necessary for students to learn through. observation-watching
something .being done or observing the parts and 'components of a particular item of
equipment. Inciuded i this group are live demo,pstrations, audlOvisual demonstrations, field

tri ps. displays. and ilkist rations. %mow

LIVE DEMONSTRATION. Those objectives dealing with HOW TO DO somt!thing are
best approached through the demonstration. Although a demOnstration usually .inctudes
ex-planation ( show and tell)..its basis is ohservation. The demonstration method is a planned
-performance by -an iflS4nict-or of a- physical qt- motor i11. rinciple, experiment_ A
demonstration might be as simple as showing a cla.ss. how .to hold abd use a pair of scissors.
or it-might be a more comizik.ated skill such as soldering an eleCirical wire splice. SimpIy
stated. the demonstration is a piethad by which the teacher s.hows-the students I IOW certain
things are done. C
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Because of the show and tell approach of,the demonstration method, it offers these
advantagq:

It can- make expianations.concrete by s towing what is explained.

It appeals t6 both sight and hearing:

A demonstration ean exempl4 the quality of performance expected of.'. tbe
\ students .

. .

, .

A correctly performed demonstration will recluse sttic ent performance er rs.
i .

The demonstration method is very effective in identifying the precise Steps and
fixing the exact sequence.

It can illustratk.. hm'v to follow safety preciurt ions.

'AUDIOVISUAL DFNIONSTRATpNS. The demonstration of 'a procedure may be
presented .by- a firm or video tape if available. Serving the sanw purpOses iiis the live
demonstration, they offer these additional advantages.

t
Tljey Can provide elose-up views.of small objects which are difficultto see in a liVe
de monst rat ion.

They can show procedures in slow motion when necessary...

.They can be filmed. so that each..viewerseems to be "looking over the shoulder"
of the performer.

They can be used over and over as a stanOard presentation.

FIELD' TRIPS. It' the opportunities ,Qxist and it is Convenient .to do so, field tr.ips can
offer valuable first-hand observation of what it is actually like in_the factory, in the shop, or
in t business environment. Designed.to 'give students direct experience with their chosen
sk iH. area. field trips may be used with either large or small groups.

Field trips may be used to:

'Providerealistic observation.

Expose students to thereal world of.work.

Provideexperiences to aid in makinilwreer choices.

DISPLAi'S. This method of providing for Observation is sometimes called an exhibit. It
may inIcade such itemS 'as..,actual equipment. models._ mockups, graphic materials bulletin
boards. chalkboards. projected still images (transparencies. slides) and .dioramas.

The display method can .be <i.ffective in providing Opportunity for observati n. when :

No motion )s requiredthere is no immediate need to see the items in use.
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There.is a need for general visual orientation (what something looks like. general
layout, etc.). g

It is necessary to show geneial visual relationships (components, where each item
fits in, etc.).

ILLU.STRATIONS. A series of printed or photographed illustratiOns can be used.
effectively -when it is impossibk or impractical to show the actual equipment or'procedure.
Although this method is sddoin used alone, it can be useful when:.

It is more practical to begin with..a Series of illustrations to be followed later with
more real bEe -exposure.

Illutrati(C can be, used to preview a field trip or give general orientation to a
procedure.

-METIIODSWMCII FACILITATE LEARNING BY DOING

One of the most important learning experiences in perforMance-based instruction is
that otllearning by 'doing. InCluded in ,this category arc conventional directed performance.,
group work. laboratory assignmektN, experiments, project's,- role playing, and simulation
games.

.DIRECTED PERFORMANCE. .The directed perfonmmce method is a controlled. .

experience which provides students with the opportunity to practice, perform, and apply
tinder controlkd conditions and close Supervision. It is more student-centered and results in
a higher level Of student participation and involvement than apy other .ffiethod. Three
important advantages. of this method are as. follows:

. . It enables students to learn skills_through practice. The instructor may conduct an
evaluation when the.student has had suffieient practiCe.

It permits reinforcement, K11 ).wledge acciiiiired through a lecture can .be made
more meaningful through a demonstration, but .the highest level of .understanding is
achieved an-d reinforced when the siudent gains personal experience through ...actual
performance.

4, It provides for individual guidance .and evaluatiOn. I midcr the supervisiol . the
teacher, the student can practice until both are confident that the formal evaluation of the
performance objective can be passed.

GROUP WORK. This is a method of organiLL-ti performance in which one . group
practices on tasks or completes a .project/exercise while other groups complete different
assignments. The teacher serves.as coordinator and leader. Groups should.be rotated until all
have acoomplished the same procedureS. Group work is effeCtive and desirablewhen:

The activities are conducive to groupperformance huriding a display. building :1
small liuiidins Or other items, etc:).

.

'\s
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(It is leceOsary to rotate 'performances because of limited equi ment and supplies.

Faeli izroup has '.1leen properly prepared with necessary explanations iand
demonstrations of procedures.

ILX'I3dRATORY ASSIGNMFSITS. Available in many prog uns is a sequence of.
simulated job performances in a laboratory work environment. Son examples are Welding
and machine shop in whiCh . students can learn to weld certin beads.or cut certain tools or
other itenis. Such assignments are ustizIlly- accompanied by jgb sheets which. give the
,specificaticins and requiremontS and providy gene.ral directions. Laboratory assignments
offer the same advantages as directed performakwe.. In addition. they 'are usually More
'controlled and more precise in terms of student skills.to.be developed,

.X PL. RI M FM'S. This type of perform;ineL, is a .planned procedure under _controlled
voriation.of conditions..When the experident has beep completed 'and the results obkrved,
the students discuss principk.s and relationships. Although not as widely used as some.of the
other. methods, the experiment method enables students to observe first hand the
application- of principles.

PROJF(TS. One of the Most .effective ways of providing meaningful practice is the use
of projects. Selected to match the students' interests . and to require the same procedures,

'-conditions. and Standards of the pertOrmance -objectives. projects involve the student with
the pride of accomplislunent 'and ownership. ,Some of ,the numerous .examples inClude .

making a dress:, making a desk. typing ii personal letter .. repairing one's.-television set..
'Project may also-and quite often-invOlve groups and are done ter student organizations,.
the school, and the, community: When carefully chosen 'according to the objectives, projects
add,a high cicgree.of realism tt-i learning by doing.

4

ROLL. PLAYING. Many of the sk ilk in such areas as communkat ion skills and human
relations can itt\ learned through role playing. Sonic examples are'lelephune techniques.
interview's, and worker-supervisOr relations. Usually each person is given instructions on how
to play the role.. Some of the uses of this method are asfollows:

Each player can experience the role of soineone else.

The student run experience .soine of the feelings of a situation:

The class can learnthrough observation and eritique.

'SIMULATION GAMES. This method is a abaci 'of a real situation with roles to be
played, rules to be followed...and a method of determining a -winner. Some examples are
model offices, banks.-stores.and hospitals. The '.'gallics" are designed to require application
of the skii.ls and knowledges required in the Objective(s). When Carefully selected and used
to support objectives, simulation games provide practice in coping with different
circumstances and teach social interaction and decision. Many of the major publishers of
instEuctional materials now offer simulation games packages.

METHODS FOR FACILITATING REINFORCVMENT

Although some reinforeenwni should be inherent in , all methods,. there ,aro some
methods which are especially suitet to reinforceMent. Usually applied after one or more of.
the .previous methods; they include the post-performance drill sessions or assignments.

'4
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-POST-PERFORMANCE CRITIQUE. When students have perfornred a procedure.
completan assignment, or done a project, they have a ,need for reinforcementtliey need
to. know how w.ell they have done. For that ,reason:, a criti(lue after performance is
important. A goOd critique, whether given individually or to the ChIss. should include these
eleinents in this order:

Eruphasize tbp.. positive aspectseorreet performance. acceptableyroduct, correct
answers, results obtained.:

Cover Incas which can be iMprovedrather than reptimand because of mitakes.

%Ike specific suggestions for improvement.
?

The: post.-performance critique can .be used after most types of activities in Whith

.students have beeit leainii)g by doing.

REVIEW. This is usually an organized summary which cOvers all of the keY pOintS of
the lesson or a .part of iL It may be presented orally by the teacher or it may be given out' as" J

handout or study,directions. Its main purpose is to reinfOrce learning through. planned
repetition. Review is:sometimes accomplished by a. set of 'questions to be'ansWered in an
ineluss or. homework assignment.

SUMMARY. Although similar tcY the review:the summary is, a more-general wrap-up of
the lesson or parts of it. U,sually the summary covers the main points or major steps and
reinforeeS the students' recall of the lesson.'s majOr structure, objectives, and achievements.

It attempts toreinforce achievement with. a recap of what was earlier given in the preview..

For example"in the preview the teacher says,-"I'm going to explain these four. parts," In the

summary, the teacher says "These are the four parts I have explained."

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. Sometimes it is convenient. Ilften after a vesenthtion
of information. to deVOte a few mMutes to queStionS and alISWerS. This may include
questions generated by the students and qUestions prepared and asked .by the teacher. This

method is a good .way to clear up misconceptions and misunderstandings,

DRILL. This' method, not as .Widely used as tlw others. involves the repetition of
concepts, words, mathcinatkd formulas, and so forth until they are meinorized. This
metilod can woris with large groups small groups, or individuals. The drill may .be verbal or

writfcn.

MEDIA FOR FACILITATING LEARNING

When the methods for facilitating the learning experiences haye been selected, -the

media must be, selected to support, them. Media includes all..items used to transmit
information. clarify conyepts, assist in practice and performance and provide reinforcement.
For our ptirposes.'we shall consider media in these categories:

--Audiovisuais. Motion

criisuals. Projected

11-
Sound Recordings
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ViSuals, Non-projected

Modh and Objects,.

Written Materials ,
We slialI itemize the mctdia in each category' and 'present the main advantages.

.AUDIOVISUALS. MOTION

included in this category are-motion pictures and te evision.

MOTION PICTURES. S'inm and I 6 inm films.

Provide visual .concepts that are difficult or im lossible to 4 ain in aclassroom
'situation.

Offer.slOw motion, s op.action. speeded-up-motion ;aid anii a ion.

TELEVISION

: Provides realistic lear'iting experienCes7-students have a .sepse of being there see.
how it is done over the shoulder.

.

Call be used indiidually, with small groyps.or with large groups.

;Can use audiovisual materjals not normally available to the classroom teache

Videotapes can be reshown as many limes as necessar.

VISUAL PROJECTED

, This cattlgOry includes transparencie s for overhead projection, filmstriPs and:slides, .and
opaque projections:

TRAN.SPARENCIES FOR OVg.RHEAD PROJECTION

Projector' Can be operated fr'om the frOnt of the .00ri.
;

It ia not necessary td.da4en die room.

It is possible to illustrate pne st.ep at the ime and end up. with a complete
projection.by using overlays.,,

TransparencieS are relatively easy to prepare and inexpensir to make.

FILMSTRIPS AND SLIDES

Provide color.

Are relatively easy to make and inexpensive to purchase.



Require only a moderately darkened room.

Can be nsed with recordings to makea complete instruCtional package.

k
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OPAQUE PROJECTIONS, .Although the opaque projector is no longer widely used, it
-can be highly ettctive.when there is a need toi

Project nontiznspant ntiterials 'sucl.,1 as books
's

t pictures, .objects, ..and
spe

Make use of existing material for group instruction wit loin making slides.
filmstrips, or transparencies,

Trace projections on-the chalkboard.

SOUND RECORDINGS
A

This ca egory includes tape recordings and phonograph reCordings.

TAPE tECORD1NGS.

Vrovide audio aids when sounds are necessary.

Cassettes are easily stored.

.Re sording can be used many times. .

Can -be used with. individuals or groups.

Can, be used in .onjunction with workshee s. workbooks. and other devices:

Have possibilities for remediil and review.
V

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS.

Have most of the characteristics of the tape recording.

VISUALS NONPROJECTED

.
:SoMetii les referred to as graphic .alds.'this category includes th

boards..charts rawings. graphs. diagrams and posters.

CHALKBOARD.

Used to focus attention and illustrate some concepts.

k oard, flinnel

Good for demonstrating how to solve math, diagramming, outlining lesson topics.

Useful fOr summary and review'. ..



FLANNEL BOARD.

rev le

.
Useful in showing organi.z.ation listing topics, for presentation. suinmary or

Elenients can. he quicl:ly added or removed.

clIARTS.
*

'Good for visualiving relationships.

Useful for shm-ving sequence.'

Better suited to small groups.

DRAWINGS

Well suited ti.lindivithial and sma l group study.-

.Excellent for study displays.

Are easily stored. Si

Are inexpensive to reproduce or purchase.

GRAPHS

Expecially useful as an aid in presenting numerical data.

DI AG R AM.S

he used toshow relationships. working tarts. keY features, general; outline
or layout.

yosTERS

Coi -imunicate a,single klea.

.1-lave eye appeal.

Aid in motivation.

WRITTEN MATERIALS

In addition to,the items presented above. there are certain kinds .Of written- matriak
which can he useful in presenting information, providing practice and performance and
reinforcement.- These include, but are pot Ihnited to.' the .following items:
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Textbooks

*"

Manuals

Handouts

. Articles

* Instruction sheets

Operation sheets

Information sheets

Assignm mt sheets

Job ,sheets

. Performance guides'

GUIDELINES FOR PLANN NG METHODS AND IN EDIA

This section :offers somt' general guidelines to help Oki pkm or the metUods and
media. It includes:

NIAZAL G1JI1)FLIN1s

General Guidelines

Assessment Of' Favilities

Assessment Of Students

Assessment for Sex: Bias

Mil:110D Glii1WLINFS. Here are sonic general guidelines to hel
your selection of methods.-

.

op. -Sdeet MC 1100 wIllci'seerns n ost. e()npatbhic Win) the ohjeetiveto it supports. .

For the sake .)1. effiei.eney . sele.ct a method which provides the hest management
Of the presentation. For example. the introdtletiOn of new information Might be mOre
effectively Managed in a grouP presentation than in directed self-study.
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If possible, select a method which vill permit some flexibility and variations. Any
format should be adaptable to changing conditionS, such as class size.. avail.ability of
instructional aids, ctc,

Select a me hod which is not .too restrictive interms of the media which must be
used to support it. The explanation/demonstration format,. for example, is not too
restrictive because it leaves Worn for choice of media.

GUIDELINES FOR MEDIA SELECTION. Here Are some guidelines to help you select
your media.

Ar

4o. Whenever possible, select the actual equipmevt for explanation, demonstration,.
and performance.

Select I hoseanedia wIlich cover the required skills ai knowledges

4
. I I' you are planning lessons to be ysed by other teachers, try to select those media.

most likely tc). be available to all teachers. For example, a eortain film might be an excellent
way to demonstrate a certain procedure. hut it might not be available 'to All teaehers.

When there is,a question on the availability .of media. include some alternatives.
For example. if a. film might not always be available. select .other media which could be used
to transmit the same information.

ASSESSM ENT OF FAO IllS
. , .

Before selecting the methods and media. it is hdpful to look at existing facilities to see
what can be done and what is already available..Smw impoytant points .f this assessment
are as follows: .

Detchnine.t he space and equipment availnble for demonstration, performance, lab
and shop assit!nments.

.

.

2. Determine the proiection or sound equipment on Iliind.or available.

3. List the skeific items of media On hand or obtainable.

4. list the prin te materials on hand or available.

ASS SSM FIVI OE STUDOTS

Another important consideration in sel4cting methods and media is the students; that
is, how can the learning experiences best meet their needs. Some of the important student

'charaeteristics to consider are as follows:
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What are their ages?

What are their raading levels?

. What are their handicaps?

Do they have the prdequisite skil s and knowledges?

Are they capable of working independently?
or

With w4tat media do they learn best? .
.

These and .other considerations w 11 help determine what methods and media most
closely-match the needs of the students-.

ASSESSMEXT FOR SEX BIAS

The previous-assessments Should be folloWed .-by an assessment for the elimination of

sex bias in Acstructional materials..The following chockli:4 will be helpful. Although it is
only a general summary, it should provide some basic guidelines. ,

Th

47!.
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CHECKLIST

-
.

, .

ACTIVITY,

"RATING .

Accep ab e Unacceptable

Do the mectia involved make both 'female and male,Wudents
feel comfortable in le'arning about subjects which 'ere.
formerly for one sex? .t ' '

.

Do the media make special effort to include pictures of male.
and female students, teachers and adults in nontraditional
roles?

....

. .

Do learning activities and projects avoid sex stereotyping
according to past traditional roles?

1

.

,

, .

Do the media point out that employers in occupations .
which formerly hired one sex are now required by law

, to employ the best qualified candidate regardless of sex? .
1 .

') The following questions refer.to audiovisual materials: I
,

Does the title have male or female 'connotations?

(..._

,

.

Does the audio reflect male or female bias?
,

.

-

. . .
Do visuals portray males more often than females or the
other way around?

b In occupational settings, are adults sepredominantly
L 1,.._ male or female?

In school settings, are adults seen predominantly male or
female?

.
_

.

.

-

Are clkaracters cast in independent roles (making decisions,
acting autonomously) predominantly male or female? .

39
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CHECKLIST
3

,

' ACTIVITY ' ,

RATING

Acceptable
.

Unacceptable

Are charactes cast in aggr4essive roles (being competitive,
1dominating or leading) predominantly male or female?

. .
,

,

.

--.
Are ch acters cast in subordinate roles (being pasgive or
acting u der another's influence) predominantly male or

.
female?

.

.
.

.

.

,

.
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CHAPTER S

SEQUENC NG THE INSTRUCTION

A

When you have planned tile learning experiences to/sUpport the content and, objectiv5s,
you should next arrange thq leaxning,expeisiences in the most effective and efficient order.
That order is referred to as the sequence. This chapter, therefore, discusses the purposes of
sequencing and spggests"some cowmon al)Proaches.

,-PURPOSES OF SEQUENCING

A good_ sequence within the lesson enhances student motivation, mikes it easier to
teach meaningful relationships, and ad& consistency to the teaching content.

. 'STUDENT MIDTIVATION

Student motivation dependS to a large degiee upon a sense of direCtion. Veryearly in
any lesson, most students look for a mental map of where 'they are expected to achieve.
They !ook for_ what is sometimes tailed advanced, Organizers, something that will enable
them to look' ahead and' anticipate what is to. be learned. If they are made aware of the
lesson's organizationtbey qn more easily grasp the big picture. A lesson, therefore, should
be so sequenced that s.tudents can relate any part of the lesson to that "big picture." This
will givç them that" sense of direCtion.

NINOFUL RELATIONSHIPS
tl

A good sequence can provide the students with a pattern of relatiqnships so that each
activity will have a definite purpose. The more meaningful the cOntent, the easier it is to
learn, aftd consequently, the.more effective the instruction.

CONSISTENCY OF CON TE NT

Proper sequencing also helps to avoid inconsistencies in the content yf .the 'lesson.
When material is carefully sequenced, it is far less likely that there will be unnecessary .
duplication in the content. In fact, the presence of duplication is the first sign that the
lesson has not been properly sequenced. In addition, careful sequencing also prevents gaps in

Instrtiction and makes certain that the development of a skill is or-dell and pr6vides for
introduction of advanced subject matter cOntent or the performat1f more complex
procedures.

cOMMON APPROACHES TO SEQUENCING

.- The thee most common approaches to sequencing are called he .job performance
order, the psychological ozder, and the logical order:

30
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JOB PERFORMANCE ORDFR. One method of arranging instructional content is in
the sequence in which tasks and task elements are performed. This places instruction,
insofar :as possible, 'within the context of the work environment or job situation,. As the
students, learn new tusks,. the tasks can be related tO the job. Teaching tasks and task
elements in the same sequence in which they are pertrmed in the work environment lenils
great deal of reali.Sin to the hastruction. It also provic s for.better transfer of learning,from
the 'instructional to the actual job environMent. T method of sequeneiu would- be
especially applicable to teaching procedures composed of a serie of fixed.steps.

PSYCHOLOGICAL ORDER. This method of arranging conteV is based primarily on
the ease of learning something. This 'means that the students cap begin at the rst
convenient point--in terms of learnsingand proceed to levels.of new information with
increasing difficulty. One sequence might begin with something the student already knows
and proceed to new, nformatiun This is the known-to-unknown approach. For example, in
sequencing a lesson on basic electricity, we might assume tbat the student knows the.basie
coMposition of ni4Iter. especiallY the atom..We ceuld then begin with the known (or at least
familiar) ;Ind proceed .to an explanation Of electron theay, The ktiown-to-unknOwn mk!thbd
can be used repeatedly in one course. for when One begins each lesson, the informatiOn in
preceding lessons becomes the known upon Which to build toward the. unknown. Another
way to apply the psyChological sequence is to begin with what is considered the most simple
and.proeeed to the more difficult. This is called the simple-to-complex. As an ekample. in
teaching electrical circuits, the, simple circuit would probably be,tl5e easiest for the student
to learn. Therefore, the instluction could begin with the simple-circuit and .continue with
the-series antliparallel types.-till another way to use the psychological method is to begin
with' the concrete and proceed to the abstract. This is especially useful in. teaching general
principles.. For .example, a magnetism lesson would probably be mory meaningful to begin
with:an abstract explanation or the magnetic lrinciple. The same is true'in many subjects.

LOGICAL ORDER. The .content of instruction will,often fall into logical patterns of
developMent because of the combined elements of both job performance and pSyehological
order. For greater, learning effectiveness, instructional petivitiess should normally proceed.
from the simple to the complex or from the., known-lo-unk06. Ilowever. many
teaching-learning activities do not lend themselves 'to such aiNngements. In such cases, it is
necessary to plan a combinatioi4 of both job performanee order and psychological order..
Usually, suCh an arrangement incorporates tilt? whole-part-whole concept. For example.
.wDen teaching th.e assembly of.- a. carburetor, it probably would be best to begin by
demonstrating the entire assembly procedure: then break it into a step:by-ste,11

deiliblistration interspersed with step-by-step participation: and finally recombine. all the
elements in a complete run-through of.the asSembly procedure. However, variations of tke
,whole-part-whole concept -may have to be applied in cert'ain 'situations. As mentioned
dlulter if a task is too long to be- learned effectively as a unit, it maybe-desirable to divide,
the task' into sevemi operationsalways remembering to emphasize the relationship 'to 'the
whole task. Finally, the task can be practiced in its entiretY.
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If you have made the major decisions explained in Par; One, you will have arrived at a
sequenced set of learning ekperienees which support the content and objectives for the
lesson. In order for those decisions to be most useful to you, you should write them into
sonic form of a 'working uide Yçur guide in carrying out those ..decisions. This is
.commonly referred to as a les on,plan. When completed, each lesson plan can helP you:

Prepare for the lesson in adVance-by obtaining materials, equ pment. supplies. etc.-
, .

. Prepare the students through a. reason for the lesAm, a staten ent of wh.
include, and an explanation of the objective() to be.-accomplished.

. .

Communicate the kuwledges and skills clearly arrd effectively.

*

Direct.and manage the student activities effectively and efficiently.

Develop abilities through supervised practice and perfonn.m.

Evaluate performance' o aSsess achievement ollesson objective(s).

Summarize, remotivateand make.additional assignments..

Part Two deals with lie sso n plans. Chapt& 6 explains.the. basic fundamentals f leSson
plans: Chapter 7, ilrustrates, them with 'sample lesson plans .from a variety of Oc ipational
areas anl in different formats..
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CHAPTER 6

FUNDAMENTAILS OF LESSON eLANNING

This chapter reviews the general purposes of lesson plans, discusses functional
requirements of perforipance-based lessons. and presents,the geperalfunctibnal coMponents
of lesson plans.

PURPOSES OF LESSON PLANS

Generally, a lesson plan is written to serve the teacher by providing how-to-do-it
guidanee in.these areas:

'HOW TO PREPARE

HOw to prepare
What to teach
How: to-teach
What to use
Sequence of development
birections for activities. .

Flexibility for contingencies
Directions for application and evaluation
Closure

As a teacher you mil get ready or set tIle stage -.for eaeh lesson. Thir preparation
includes two phases: Preparing the instructional environment or setting, and preparing the

studenis.

PREPARING THE INSTRUCTIONAL -ENVIRONMENT OR SETTING A well ,7..
developed lesson Plan will giVe you sufficient directions in such preparatorY activitieS as

preparing the equipment to beThsed,.arranging the classroom furniture, obtaining, the
required media, and assembling the necessary .student Materials. A goOd.lesson.. plan.
'therefore, will help you be ready,to start on time without overlooking any important step Of

.

preparation. It will also kr you from. wasting .Student timethat might oth&wise be taken

up .after the class starts. .

PREPARING THE STUDENTS. At the beginning of each lesson, students should be
told what they are going to study and the objectives they are expected to accomplish. There

'should also be a transitional Step ,from prevus lessons to tie in with the lesson about to

'43
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begin. Also, you Should try to motivate the s udents by giving a reason for learning or
emphasizing the importance of the lesson. Sometimes instructions for asseMbling supplies or
material must be given before the body of .the leSson or activity begins. If student materials
must be distributed, .that actiVity is also part of the student. preparation. A good plan, then,
will provide You with an instant reminder to acComplish all or the above ctivities in the
right order.

WHAT TO TEACH

A good lesson plan will include the content Or what to teach. It should include or make
reference td the objeCtives to be achieved, the procedural steps to be explained and
demonstrated and the related knowledges that must be communicated. A good. plan, C
therefore, is a consistent guide for lesson content.

HOW TO.TE

Not only does. a good lesson plan provide a guide to the content, it also indicates the
methOds which have been previously determined. It will..indicate, fOr example, When to
explain and demonstrate, when to.direct practice or when to assign directed study activities.
Basically, then, the leqon plan is a how-to-do-it guide.

WHAT TO USE

Possibly, a lesson will include several items of media or reSources. A reminder far when
to use each item willke useful in conjunction with the WHAT and HOW to tearli. A good
lesgon plan will serve t fat purpose.

SEQUENCE OF DEV LOPMENT

A good leSson is .not merely a coIlectiorl, of .skills, knowledges, methods, media, and
activitiesInstead, it represents .an orderly progression from the beginning to the end. Thus,
it provides the sequence of lesson development..

DIRECTIONS FQR ACTIVITIES

In performance-based instruction, students Ieativ by participating in meaningful
experiences or activi.ties. The lesson plan should give a systematic guide for' directing those.
activities.

FLEXIBILITY FOR CONTINGENCIES

No two classes are alike, and no two tudents are alike. This means that a lesson plan
must be flexible enough to permit adation to contingencies. Such- flexibility will allow

.you to cover the required content siv still be flexible enought to adapt the instruction to
changing situations.
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DIRECTIONS FOR APPLICATION AND EVALUATION

"The main thrust of a good lesson is what the students are required to do in aPplication
of what ,has been taught. That apPlication is subject to an evaluation of the performance. A
good lesson plan can .help in both areas because it can giv e specific directions on how to
direct the applications and also how to evalnate them.

CLOSURE

Since each lesson should close with a sense of achievement, a good lesson plan can give
directions to ensure that You tie it all together. It cart provide guidan e irl such areas as
summary, reernphasis and remotivation, as well'as further aiignments to )'effiade.

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF PERFORMANCE-BASED LESSONS

Since lesson planS, are designed to guide yon in conducting effective lessons, it is.

convenient tO consider some of the important functional requirements of
performance-bused lessons. Three of the most. important are motivation; prOgressive
presentation, and competency. deyelopment.

. inOTIVATION

There is.no tLgic .formula for causing students to become imetivated. Sometimes poor
attitudes ean be changed; sometimes it is very difficult to do. so. However, tjiere. are some-
steps- that can be taken in a good lesson that will. enhance .motivation. They will not
guarantee that ALL studerits will became or remain motivated, but they Will increase the
probability: 'Sometimes referred to as the motivatiOn steps; they include attention, reason
for learning, and. an .ovi..rview of the lesson.

.ATTENTION. One of the first steps. toward developing a positive attitude is gaining.
attention. When a lesson begins it is neceSsary to have the:class's atrention. A good lesson.,
therefore, must have prpVisions for gainingattention. Again, there is no magical formula for
doing that, for there are several variables that must be considered such as personality of the
teacher and nature of the, subject quitter. But 'there are some method's which have been
effective for many teachers.,Some of them are:

Using a slide, project .the title of the lesSon.

Write the title of the lesson on the board as the class members watch:

In a clear, audib e voice inform the class that, the lessbn is abouOto begin. Then
state .what the 1eson is about.

REASON FOR LEAR ING. The second and perhaps the moSt important aspect of
develbping a positive attitude is to give a valid reason for learning what is abOut to be
taught. In giving this reason you should try to communicate the benefits to the students.
Some benefs to consider are:

Lesson will add to what was taught in a previous lesson.

Lesstn will prepare for subsequenflessons.
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.1.

Lesson will develop competen in a skill or task.

Skill or task leairned will contrib te to the job.

r
Lesson will contribute to subseq nt lessolls.

pwRylEur. Not. ohly must there be a reason 'for learning, but learning will uStially be
enhanced if the big pture is provided in the beginning. This serVes us an.advanee organizer
for the teachini-lear9ing activities. Some of the wayls to provitle such an overview are as

Inform theStudents of the objective.

List the main _divisions or topics the lesson on the chalkboard:

Show a transparency or slide depicting the lesson.'s organization.

For a 'coriPI cated.lesson, prepare an outline and distributc it as a handout.

Tell the students what will be covered in the lesson..

Tell the students wh4t they will be expected to do.
.f

4

PROGRESSlyE,DEVELOPMENT

goOd tperforthance-based lesson should be sp planned that it does not ramble or .
dig,Tt. ionld .start at a'definite beginning and continue. logi-cally and progressively.until
the ci d. is requires' that the planning provides.progressire steps, activepartieipation, and
kno ge.i)f results.

PROGRESSIVE STEPS. The enabling objectivesor Major steps provide stepping stones
to achievement of the perforinance objectives and provkle;the structure. In order for this
structure to be progressive, it should be sequenced by one or motif these general methods
presented in Chapter.5.

_ ACTWF PARTICIPATION?. One of the key principles Of perfdrmance-based 4

instrUction is active student 'participation. When this .principle iS applied, the student
becomes an active partner in the teaching-leijrning actiiytieS'.instead. of a passive listener,
observer, or reader. A lesson plan for performance-baSed instruCtion should:include the
student, experiences for generating active participation.

KNOWLEDGE DI' RESULTS. In addition to the experiences for active participation;
each lesson' plan should incIdde provisions for giving timely knowledge of results or
reinforcement. For "example, inform .the students after. each step or practice session ot.
'critique -ati exercise after completion- to show what -the right anSwers should ..have 'wen,
Students should also he reinforced after the major lesson application. Summaries and
reviews are also helpful.

4
44.
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COMPETENCY'DEVELOPMENT

In ,pirforthance-based instruetion, the main thrust of each lesson should be the
development of a competency, either performance of' a taSk or the .application of thental
skills and knowledges. The lesson plan, therefore, should have major _segments devoted to
competency .deveropment including application, evaluation, andclOsure.

APPLICATION. In the progressivedevelopment of a lesson, there should be intdactive
response: that is, each 'student Should be prcwided oPportunities to practice the enabling
objectives or major .steps. The Ultimate response is the total application--putting' it alr
together to. perform .the task. This shOuld be a mdjor portion of each lesson, for it is here
that the lesson becomeS performance-based, to the highest deuree.'

-
,

EVALUATION. 'When application iS being made, you mnst also evaluate. Such
evaluation, based precisely on the performance objective, must be both 'timely .and
objective. Therefore, your lesson plan should, include directions for evaluating the
performance. It should also remind you to prdvide knowledgeof results to each student. ,

,7* .

CLOSURE. Each lesson should end with a sense of aecompliShment. SiMply sta ed,
there should be a reminder your lesson plan so that .you. can end the ksson by
summarizing what has been accomplished, leaving the students with the feeling that,
something meaningful and important has been achieved.,

FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS OF LESSON PLANS

In ,this section we shalt consider the Major components.which are common to most
lessons. This is not .ati attempt, however, to establish a rigid format. These components are
the functional elementsthe working partswhich you.can adapt-to your own 'format and
lesson requirements. You will find variations of these components in the next chapter.

COVER PAGE

.Each lesson plan may have a cover page which includes,indentification of the leason,
performance objectives, enabling objectives or, major steps, equipment and materials,
references and teaching aids, and- safeW consideration wben pplicable.

BODY

St,

The body of the lesson contains section§ for the preparation, presentation and
developmentrapplication; evaIuation, ,and summary and closure. Again, these sections may
rappear under different titles, depending,upon the-preference of the teacher.

..
PREPARATION. This sectiony includes both teai:her preparation and student

p eparatioh.

.The teacher preparation contains dirictions to you on how to get ready for the lesson.
t oftrn include§ reminders to do such -things as:

Review the text or other information source.



Review the'lesson plan.

Review student materials.

Update the body or the lesson plan.

Make necessary p vclass assignments.

Obtain necessary supplies iind.equipment.

Remember: YOU must be ready for the lesson.-This part of the lesson plan will help you do

Student preparation may inclpde your predetermined directions for the following':

Check on any preclass assignments.

Itrtroduce the lesson. ;Md gain.attention.

Provide an overview of the lesson.

-Motivate thc.class with appropriate reasons for learning.,

- PRESFNTATION/DINFIOPMENT. In this sectidn the plan includes step-by-step
guidance ler condu'cting thoselearning experiences you have selec.14. It usually eontains an
outlille of eontent and directions for student ;activities.

The content is your sequenced oullhw of the knowledges and/or skills to. be taught..
Usually. it Will beitin with the.introdt! ry information. Tht rest is organized ,to help,.you
reach the enabling objectives.or major s ,ePs. Along With each enabling objective aPpearS the
sequenced knowledges and/or 'skills which must be presented.

- A

The direetions fOr activitieS supplement the .eontent` by indicating whether. you will
explain. discuss, ask questions. etc. They may also include the instructional aids you will use
in doing so. stiCh as slides. charts. handouts. chalkboard.. etc. .Also, there will usually be

. directions for what -you,will have thewstudents do periodically tO applY fife knowledges or
skills being taught

.

APPLICATION. This,, important component of the 'lesson plan- is wbere you put it all.
together. In the presentation/ development Anowledges and skills are presented, and .applied-
in ?prOgressive steps. In the application._ the tudents .rbec.oune involved in applic.ation. .

practice, and peTformance of the performance objective ThiS niay include a practice Session
in Which perfonnances.aTe reinforced and corrected' to be followed by 'performance for
formal ievaluafion. Your lesson plan shoidd include sufficient_guidance for you to cdaduet.
supervise, and monitot the applic.

EVALUATION_ As_eitch sit cni:_cs.millkles the application required in the preyious
section. you should make a fortna .assessmetit of -perforniance.based on the standard of the
performance 'objectives.. This will .require. in many cases, Specific guidelines on IlOW to
eval4te the performance.

,
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k
SUMMARY AND CLOSURE. TIij fimd section s'erves to bring t h ss(m to o

meaningful elosin.g. it includes a sum m. y, when ;Ipplieoblv, o reemphois on the.importdoce
of the lesson and any directions t. Isequent assignments.

7

11.



CHAPTER 7

SAMPLE LESSON PLANS

There is no one lesson plan format Whia is ilsOd .tmiversally. t'or what works best for
one teacher .might not, be accL;Atable to another. The only requirement is that you use the
One most suited to you-7one which you can modify to meet your needs and revise
Periodically as you rLyise y'our instruction.

1 .

In order to asskt yOu in select Mg a format and to show how the planning decisions are
'reflected in tile functional components. this chapter presents a series of samples. They cover
a variety of tasks from different occupational areas. You should Vember. however. each
of those lesson plans illustrateS ONF appmach. You are not Obligated to use any format
..shown. It is hoped that the samples will be helpful to you beeause. they illustrØe 110W
lessoft plans in different flyrmats can be developed.

Included in this chapter-are:

&HU* 1 Prepare Checks for Pa yment

Sample .2 - Servie.ing Spark Plugs

Sample 3 -.Sew on Buttons (with Thread Shanks)

Sample 4 C1iVe a. Plain Shampoo

ilSampIe'5 Takilw and Storing Deciduous HardwOod Cuttings.

Sample (') Nieas .c and RecOrd Puke,

Sample 7 Fill Out Cash Register Summary -Sheet
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SAMPLE I
PREPARE CHECK FOR PAYMENT

This is a rather detailed lesson plan for a task in Business and Office.

The main-parts of th& plan are the Cover page and the body.

Included in the cover page are the, performance objectives; enabling objectives; tools;
equipment, and, materialS; references and teaching aids; and a heading for safety.

FunctionalCompbmVs which make up the body are identified as:-

PREPARATION 3v.

PRESENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT

4

APPLICATION

EVALUATION

SUMMARY AND CLOSURE

, In thislesson, students learn throughlistening, observing,and doing. Those experiences
are ,facilitated through lecture (explanations), demonstration and performance. Note how
the experiences have been ,sequenced so that The,lesson progresses from -the introductory
information through each enabling objective until the performance objective has been
achieved. Note also the periodic reinftrent which is. provided._

To see how media can be used to siipport the learning experiences, read the listing on
tlise cover page. Then read through the lesSon.plan to see hoW each is actually used.

;

Although this sample contains more content detail than the experienced teacher would
probably., need, such a detailed plan would be helpful for new. 'teachers and.,for substitute
teachers.



COURSE:

UNIT:

LESSON:

PERFORMANCE
OBJECTIVE:

ENABLING
ORJECTIVES:

TOOLS, EQUIPMENT
AND MATERIALS:

REFERENCES AND
TEAEHING AIDS:

SAFETY:

LESSON PLAN

Prepare Check for Payment-
0.

Provided a blank check for student use and information
concerning dates, payee, drawer, amount, previous deposits
and balance, and check . writing guidelines, prepare the
check and stub without error.

1. Given a list of terms pertaining to checks, write the
definition for each 4erm.

2. Given a completed sample check, label each part of
the check and stub. Label all parts correctly.-

3. Given information or required check payment ana blank
check stubs, fill in the stubs without error.

4. Provided information on payment by check and sample
checks, write the checks without error.

None required.

1. Text, BANKING PROCEDURES, Chapter 7
2. Assignment Sheet 1-1, "Checkwriting Terms"
3. 'Assignment Sheet 1-2, "Parts . of 1 Check"
4. . Task Sheet. 1-2, "Cheawritifig Procedures". .

5. Assignment Sheet 14, "Checkwriting Practice"
6. Worksheet 1-5, "Prepare 'Check fin Payment"
7. Selected Transparencies
8. Chalkboard
9. Overhead Projector

Not 'Applicable
k

.53
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. PREPARATION

Preclass. Instructor Preparation

I. Riview Chapter 7 in text BANKING.. PROCEDURES.
2. Review lesson plan..
3. Review student materials and determine specific tee.
4. Selct method(s) and _annotate right column in lesson

activities and use of matiridls.
5.. Make necessary preclass assignments.

Student Preparation

plan to reflect -planntd

, 1. Complete reading aasignments on Assignment Sheets 1-1 and 1-2 print to. class.
'2; Introduce lesson ancl tie 'in With previous. lessons.

Give brief preview of .lesson to include:
Task to be accomplished

,

b. Performance objectives
e. Enabling objeetives
d. Application .and evaluation

4. Emphasize importance _of checkwriting.

II. PRESENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT
,

CONTENT ACTIVTITIES

Introductory Information
ts

1. Checking -account as a contract .between Define .chcking account..
bank and depositor

2. Advantages of paying by check ExPlain advantages

a- Checkbook record- of cash
paid out

b,. Cancelled checki as proof
of payment

C. Convenience 'in paying and mailing
d: Safety

B. Terms Pertaining to Checks

ENABLING
OBJECTIVE: Given a list of terms pertaining

to .checki, wri,te the definition
for each term.

CONTENT

I. Check - written order from depositor
directing bank to pay specific sum
of money to one named on check

2. Cash - coins, paper money, checks,
money orders and money deposited
ip bank

3. Currency - paper money
4., Signature card - card filed by bank

to show who is authorized to sign

ACTIVITIES

Expl\ain terms, using
chal board or transpar-
encie .

1
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I.

checks for the accourit
Depositor - one in whoge ame
money is placed in the bank
Drawer - the depositor
Drawee - the bank .

Payee the* one who receives
the payment

Parti of a Standard Check

ENABLING'
OBJECTIVE: Given a completed

sample check, label
each part of the
check and stub.
Label all parts
correctly.

The Stub or Source Document
a, Check number and amount
b. Date /4

c. Payee
d. Reason for payment
e. Balance brought forwalsl
f. Deposits
g. Totals
h. Balance less check

CONTENT

2. The Check
a. Check *dumber
b. Date
c. Payee
d. Figure amount

Written amount
Drawee
Drawer
Signature
ABA number
Magnetic ink characters
including
(I) Bank identification

number
(2) Depositor's vcount

number

Direct student o
complete exerci s

in Assignment Sheet 1-I ,
"Clieckwriting Terms."

Inform students of
correct answers.

using transparencies,
explain parts of stub.
and check.

ACTIVITIES

Fill- in Check Stub
,

ENABLING
OBJECTIVE:

4*

.p

Given infonnation
on required check
payment and blank
check stubs, fill in
the stubs without

55

Ala

Direct students to
complete exercise in
Assignment Sheet 1-2,
"Parts of a check."
Show transparency to
confirm exercise.

55
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CONTENT

1. Fill, in check snit, before writing
check.

2. Make sure balance is up-to-date.
3. Record deposits.
4. Total 'previous balance and

deposits.
5. Record amount-. of check.
6. Subtract and record new balance.
7. Record balance on next :check stub.

Write the Check

' ENABLING
OBJECTIVE: Provided information'

on payment, by check
and sample checks, write
the checks. Without
error.

Write check number, if not prenumb red.
USe next number. - .

Write date on which check is being issued.
Write the payee's name in full:
a. Start at extreme left.
b. Omit personal titles.
c. 'Draw hne from end of' name to

dollar sign:
4. Write amount of check in figures:

a.. Place first digit directlY after
dollar sign.

b. Write cents as fractions 'of 100
Circle amonnts under orie dollar.

Write the atiniunt in, words:, ,.

a. Ben at extreme left.
b. Separate dollars and cents with'

word "and."
c. Write cents as fractions of 100.

Draw line from cents to "DOLLARS." .

For amount less than $I , write
"On13:, cents."

6. Inspect the check for accuracy
before it is presented for signature.

ACTIVITIES

Using transparency,
explain the steps in
filling out the stub.
Write information on
chalkboard and- have
students practice

. filling in check stubs.
Show transparency of
completed stubs and
have students check

.their work.

Using transparency-,
;explain the steps in
writing the check:

Direct students to write
check fo l. practice using
Task Sheet 1-3; "Ch,cek-
w-Fiting Procedure."
inspect work. and make
direct corrections as
required,

III. APPLICATION

For, practice prior to the criterion-referenced measute, direct the students to. complete
AssignMent Sheet 14, "Checkwriting .Practice." Check the work and dear up any
misconceptions.



c
B. For formal assessment 'of the perforricance objective, direct students to complete Worksh-cet

1-5, "Prepare Check for Payment." .Instruct students to:turn in worksheets immediately
'upon completion.

IV. EVALUATION

Evaluate each worksheet according to the following guidelines.

A. Check stub .mu.4 contain each of the following correctly written and compu e

1. , Balance brought forward
24 Record of deposits
3. Total of previous balance and deposits
4. Amount of check
5. New balance

,

Check must contain each. of the folloWing correctly written:

I. Check number
2. pate
3. 'Payee's name
4: Amount in figures
5. Amount in words

V. SUMMARY AND CLOSURE

A. Summarize the main points of the lesson, giving special attention to areas of experienced
difficulties or weaknesses.

I. Checkwriting terminology
2. Parts of standard check 4
3. Checkwriting procedures

B. Reemphasize the importance of accuracy and correctness in preparing cli

C. Make, student assignment for next lesson.

5 7
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SAMPLE 2

SERVICING SPARK Fk Lycs

This example, taken from Automotive MeChimics, illustrates a lesson plan (called
Instructional Guide) developed for use by several-inStructors. Because it contains, the_ basic
functional elements:, it can' be persOnalized by any, instructor who wishes to dO' So. By
adding more _directions, additional media',' more content, detail, and additional activities,
each instruCtor can .adaprit qurckly and easily to his-or her 'needs and preferences. Because
it contains the basics it can also help to standardize the instruction in the fundamenta,1 skills
and knowledges.

Format includes 'a beginning section in which the unit, lesson: title, task and
perforniance objective are stated. This is. followed by a. PREPARATION section which
includes suggested teacher 4md student preparation and 4 listing of the media under the
heading "Resources/Reference"

The PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMYNT secqon .contains four columns for related
knowledges, major ste.ps and proceduresinethods/media, and'Student activity.. Blank spaces
may .be Idled in by aiy instructor who wishes to make additions.:

The remaining sections are identified as APPLICATION, EVALUA-1ON
(CR TERION-RFFERENCED MEASURE), and SUMMARY/CLOSURE.

The students are expected to learn: through listening, observing and dOint. Methods
which facilitate those experienCes are lecture' techniques (explanation), demonStra Lion, and
performance. Reiniorcement is proVided after each practice Step and after the perfornvince
evidwtion.

Numbers and letters indicate the sequence of development for both retated knowledges
s- . ;and majorsteps and procedures.

Note how- he resources items listed, in the PREPARATION.are further, identified ht. ie
M 21.1101VE MA column of the PRESENTAT1ON/PEVELOPMENT sectiOn.

r+1.
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UNIT:

LESSON: ,

TASK:

PERFORMANCE OBJ ECTI V E :

Engine Tune-Op

Servicing Spark Plugs

Glean, Gap, and Test Spark Plugsr,

Given an automobile needing spark plug service, and access to the aPpropriate tools, equipment, and service
manual, clean and gap the spark plugs, and place them back into the automobile according to the manufacturer's
specifications and procedures.

Teacher Preparation

I. Make sure engines are available
for demoneration and performance.

Obtain transparencies and hand-
outs if used.

Make sure all tools will be
readily available as nee'cled.

4. Have aSsorted spark plugs ready,
for students to inspect and to
use in practice.

5. Obtain the necessary student
performance guides it' not
previously given.

44,0

PREPARATION

Student Preparation

Expiain the importance of 'properly
firing spark plugs:
a.. ' Efficient engine operations
b. Fuel economy

2. Exp ain benefits of lesson:
a. Required on the job
b. Servicing one's 'own car

State the performance objective.

Giuriza bric4f oVerview of the lesson.

Resources/References

Engine with spark plugs installed
Spark plug wrench
Spark plug tester
Brush and file
Spark plug cleaning machine (if available)
Feeler gauge
Assorted spark plugs in normal and abnormal

conditions --
Manufacturer's manual or copies Of spark gap

specifications.
Transparencies of handouts to illustrate parts

of spark plugs
Student performance /guides

611



PRESENTATION DEVELOPMENT

RELATED KNOWLEDGE 'MAJOR STEPS AND PROCEDURES. METHODS/MEDIA STUDENT ACTIVITY sp

1. Spark plug composition
a. Porcelain

(I) Insulation
(2) Heat dissipation

b. Steel
(I) Cenf part
(2) 13'

Spark plug components .

a. Terminal
b. Seal
c. Insulator
U. Rib to redum flash-

e. Flats for wrench
f. Seal

Shell
Gasket- seal

i. .Center _electrode
.Threads

h.

j.
k. Side electrode

Gap

Spark plug conditicfs,
a: Oil fouling
b.1 Gas fouling
c. Burned or overheating
d. Normal conditions
c. -Carbon fouling

A. Silicone, deposit
4.-- Splashed fouling .

Explanation and Obser-
vation-
Transparencies
Spark plugs

Examine spark plugs .to gbserve
porcelain arid steel composition.

Explanation and Obser-
vation
Transpareres
Handouts ..
Written ,exertises

xplanation and ObsZ,T;
vation
Transparencies
Ilandouts.
Spark pings

.11.1011 .4111.

Observe spark plugs; identify
components orally or in written
exercises.

Observe different spark plugs
aiid identify the conditions.

-
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RELATED 'KNOWLEDGE

'

PRESENTATION DEVELO

MAJOR .STEPS AND pROCEDURES

MENT

METTIODS/MEDIA STUDENT ACTIVITY .

Explain safety precautions
for using compressed air.

Explain that cleaning
will be done if
inspection indicates
plugs are not 'defective.

c, EmphasiZe safety precautions
for u.sing compressed lair.

d. Explain that electrode /
surfaces must he paral4L

6 3

4.1.; Remove- Spark
a. Remove..spark plug wires.
b. Loosen spark Plug.
c. Clean the area aroiiiid

spark plug,/

e. Remove _spark 'plugs frola
head.
Reniove gaskets if required,

Clean spark plugs:

Clean plugs on cleaning
machine or with file,
compressed air and other
devices.

d. Clean threads with wire brush.

"1'

6.. Set park plug gaps:
a. kook up spark gap in

manual.
b. Use gauge to check gap.
c. send ground electrode to

open or close gap.

k

Explanation
Deinonstrafon
Practice

Engine plugs
installed
Spark plug wrenChes
CoMpressor (Optional)
Rags for cleaning

J

Explain
Demonstration
Practice

..Spark plugS .

Manuals 'or Other
specifications for
spark gaps.
Spark plug gauge,
Screwdriver /

Practice' removing spark plugs.
Each student should remove at
least one.

Practice cleaning plugs.

Practice setting spark gapS;
include both ortening anti
closing.



PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMENT

RELATED KNOWLEDdE MAJOR STEPS AND PROCEDURES METHODS/MED1A STUDENT ACTIVITY

Explain how to use
testing .machine.

e. Emphasize: Puth 'plug
wires securely into place
and make sure. they are ..

in. the ,brackets or
holders.

A

7. Test the spark plugs:
Test plugs and determine
their efficiency..

8. i park plugs:
a. at threads with engine

oil.
b. Install plugs.
c. Torque to specifications.

. d. Replace plug wires in
proper order.

Explanation
Demonstration
Practice

Testing Machine
Spark plugs

4.

Explanation
Demonstration
Practice

Engine
Spark plugs
Wrenches

Practice testing. spark plugs.

Practice installing spark plu



APPLICATION

Have each stu ent to service at least two spark plugs to include removal, cleaning, setting the gtv, testing aild replacement.

EVALUATION (CriteriontReferenced Measure)

Evaluate the above activity to ensure:
(1) . Plugs are ,conwletely. cleaned.
(2) Gaps, have been set to specifications.
(3) 'The 'deeisions based on the testing machine are correct.
(4) Plugs have been properly replaced and torYued7

SUMMARY/CLOSURE

67

1. Summarire the lesson, emphasing .the ma or steps.
Reemphasize the importance of properly firing spark plugs.
Make the neessary assignments for next lesson.

40,

88
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.A.1k1PLE 3

SEW ON BUTTONS (WITH THREADSHANKS)

4 This lesson plan for a- Home Economics task has, all -functional components.explained
in Chapter 6 and illustrated in previous examples in this chapter. Somewhat different- in
forrnat, it is a good example of .how lesson plan iemponents can be adapted to the
teaching-I-earning needs of this. service -area.

. It has a beginning 'section .which iS used to identify the unit, task and performance ;
objectiVe: This is,followed by sbibuinbered sections

I. TEACHER PREPARATIO - lists -the ' tools and equipment, instructional
materials, references and o er resoufces.

II. PREPARATION OF LEARNER suggests ways to establish set and enhance
mothiation.

.CONTENTOF LESSON contains.three colunins in which the enabling objectives
and content, methods/activities and resources apPear in a teaching sequence.

IV. SUMMARY:- provide.for revieviand reinforcement.

V. CRITERION-REFERENCED -MEASURE describes what student musts do to
demonstratachievement,of the objectives.

.ASSIGNMENT 11a provisions for remedial activities; previews what is Qxpected
at the next class session. ..

The students in this lesson learn through listening, obServing,. and Practicing. The.
primary methods ate explanation, demonstration,. anct_practice. Enabling objectives pidvide
for the major eteekpoints in the lesson.

As :hi other examples.. blank spaces make it convenievt for th v. teacher to add 16 the
plan as necessary for personal use.



UNIT:

HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION

ALTERING CLOSURES AND FASTENERS

TASK: Sew on Buttons (With Thread Shanks)

DATE: July 6, 1978

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: 'Given a garment and necessary equipment and supplies, sew buttons on garment as m'arked, allowing for

btttoho1e thickness plus 1/8 inch for movement.

TEACHER PREPARATION

Tools and Equipment; (1) Needle (2). Thread (3 ) Thimble 4) Buttons (5) Pins 6 Thread clips
.

(7) Scissors (8) Shears (9) Bobby Pin (10) Match

Instructional Materials: (1) Handout (2) Practice Piece (3') Live Vork (4) Garment with shank butNAs or

(5) Illustrative pieces with buttons.

Referem:es: The Vogue Sewing Book, p. 288; Altering Re' ly-To-Wear. Brinkley-Aletti, 1976, p. 293; Ready to Sew,

Butterick, p. 215.

Other Resources: Sew and Sew, Butte'rick, Volume S. Folder 5

PREPARATION' OF. LEARNER: (Establish Set/MotiVation)

Show exampks of buttons sewn without and with shank on heavy fabric.
Discuss need for bottom shanks.

. Show Collection Or sam-ples of buttons sewn correetly and incor ectly.



III. CONTENT OF LESSON:

ENABLING OBJECTIVES/CONTENT MET ODS/ACTIVITI :S RESOURCES

Given a garment and necessary equipment and
supplies, seeure thread to garment through
markings from outside of garment,

Stitching procedure

Using garment with thread secured through
markings 'from outside and necessary
equipinent and supplies, sew buttons
garment using smooth, even stitches.

Sewing., on Buttons

Stitches used
AlloW for fabric thickness
Thread shanks'

1.

,Teacher deinonstrates securing threads:

Students interact. .7
.

:Students practice securing threa ,s to garment
, thratigh .markings.

Equipment/Supplies

Practice piece/ Live work

Teacher demonstrates sewing un buttons.

Students interact.

.e. tTse handout. illustratke
use transpai.eney (attachod).

-Students practice sewing on buttons with thread shanks

Handout or transparency
See_and Sew, Butteriek.
Vol. 5, Folder 5
Practice piece/Live work

P4



III. CONTENT OF LESSON:

ENABLING OBJECTIVES/CONTENT METHODS/ACTIVITIES RESOURCES

3. Using .garrnent with buttons sewed on and
necessary equipment and supplies, anchor
buttons, leaving a neat appearance from
top and underside.

Anchoring Buttons

Stitches
Tying off threads
Cutting threads

74

tio

Teacher demonstrates anchoring buttons

Student interact.

Students practice anchoring buttana.

la!

Equipment/Supplies

Practice piece iye work

4.4



IV. SUMMARY:. (Review Main points, draW clusioi

Discuss and evaluate methods of:
t.

I . Securing, threads-.
2. Sewing on buttons
3. Anchoring buttons

V. CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: (Determine if learner 11.4 reached objective.)
1

;

GiVen a garment and neces&ry equipment and suppli s, sew buttons on garinent as marked, allOwiiig -for buttOphole thick ess
inch for ..wovement.

Nt.t.kt

ASSIGNVENT: (Explanation Of what. is expected at n'ext class ses.sion)

Practice sewing' buttons with tl read shanks (Slow learners ). Show exan ple of button self Shank to sti nulate inter .s . Assign
students to bring collection of self-shani buttons to next ela.

4 4

)1 us
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SAMPLE 4

GIVE 'A PLAIN SHAMPOO

Selected from *Cosmetology, this sample folloWs the same format as the previous
example from Automotive Mechanics. Devefoped 'jointly by teams of cosmetology
instructors, a volume of these lesson plans has been printed for use by all secondary
cosmetology teachers, Like the other exAmples, this one contains blank .paces in which each

teacher is encouraged to make additional entries to personalize the plan.

You will find that ii this example, the first two columns in the PREP4liATION
section must be filled in by the teacher.

The related knowledge ;and major steps and procedures are numbered in the suggested
teaching sequence.

Note that in the APPLICATION AND EVALUATION sections, the activities are
specified for both instructor and student.

+1.
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INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

UNIT:

LESSON:

TASK: GIVE A PLAIN SHAMPOO

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE: Provided a patron and the necessarY supplies/ and equipment, give a plain shampoo. The shampoo must
remove all oil, soil and debris from the hair and scalp withojit adversely affecting either the hair or scalp.

Teacher Preparation

PREPARATION ,

Student Preparation Resources/References

REFERENCES:

The Van' Dean Manual
4iindard Textbook of Cosmetology

RESOURCES:

Patron (real or simulated)
Transparencies
Shampooing implements

Br
Corn
Neck Strip
Shampoo Cape
Shampoo
Shampoo Chair
Shampoo Bowl
Towels



RELATED KNOWLEDGE

Iroduction to Shampoo

a'. Purpose of shampoo
b. Frequency of shampoo

Type of water (hard or
soft)

S I

PRESENTATION/DEVELOPMENT

MAJOR STEPS AND PROCEDURES MEtIODS/MEDIA

METHOD: Exprion

self-study

MEJ.11A: VDM: 4142
STC: 43-44

r Make parations

a. Select and arrange tnte
b. Wash and sanitize hands.
e. Greet and seat patron.
d. Ask patron to remove neck

and/or ear jewelry and glasses.
Drape patron. I'

CAUTION: DO NOT 'allow
shampoo cape to conic in
contact with patron's skin.

f. Remove all hairbins and combs.
g. Examine condition of hair

and scalp. ,

h. Select shampoo according to
condition of hair.

i. Brush hair thoroughly.
CAUTION: DO NOT brush hair:
(I) Before giving a

lightening treatment.
(2) Before applying a tint

or toner.
43) Before giving a

permanent.

7

METHOD: Explanation/
Demonstration

MEDIA: '

Transparencies
Shampooing Implements

Brush
Comb a
Neck stri )
Shampoo cape
Shampoo chair
Shampoo
Towels

Patron
(real or simula d)

STUDENT 'CTIVITY

Stiite purpose and frequency of
shampoo.

Determine the
facility;

yPe of. water. ja-

Practice Acting shaMpoo accordiit
to variotis hair conditions.

\



PthENT ION/DEVELO

(4) Before applying, a
chemical hair relaxer.

(5) If the scalp is
irritated.-

Shampoo hair

a. Adjust shampoo ,cape over .

back of. .thampoo chair.
b. Test water . temperature.
c.. Adjust volume of water

spray.
Wet hair thoroughly,
CAUTION:. Protect pat on s
ears if she is ,senSitive.
to water in her ears.

e. Apply- shampoo.
CAUTI,ON: -DO NOT allow
shaoo to get into
patron's eyes.

f. manipulations.
. CAUTIONS: DO NOT -use'

vigorous scalp- manipulations
if:

METHOD: -Explanation
Demonstration

MEDIA:

Shampooing iMple-
merits'

ShaMpOo bavl
- Shampoo

1.

List five conditions in which the
hair should NOT be: bilished
before a shampoo.

Practice making prepaiations for
a plain shampoo to include:

Selecting and.arranging materials.
Washing and sanitizing hands.
Seating and preparing Patron.
Selecting shainpoo.
Brushing hair thoroughly.



PRESENTATIONI)

RELATED KNOWLEDGE

ELOPMENT

MAJOR. STEPS AND PROCEDURES METHODS/MEDIA STUDENT ACTIVITY

a

-
g

(1) Scalp is s6isitive.
(2) Scalp is irritated.
(3) Patron request&

less pressure.
(4) Shampoo is to be

f011owed by a
permanent.

(5) Shampoo is to be
followed by hair
coloring or hair
relaxing.

Rinse hair nhoroughly.
Make second application of
shampoo and rinse
thoroughly.

. Partially towel-try hair

Towel-dry excess moisture
from hair before leaving
'shampoo bowl.

b. Wipe excess moisture from
patron's face and ears.

c. Drape patron's head- with
towel.

d. MasSage scalp, through
towel, until the hair is
partially dry.

-w

5.N Complete the shampoo

a. Comb.
b. Set.

Dry.
d. COmb out.

,

At,

METIVD: Explanation
I Demonstration

MEDIA:
Same as above.

List five conditions in which
vigorous salp manipulations,
should be avoided.

Practice shampOoing hair to
-include manipulations and
rinsing.

k

Practice partially towel-drying, -hair.

METHOD: 'Explanation/
Dempnstration

1-

MEDIA:
Dryer and comb

Comb. set. dry. and
coMb-out hair.



PRESENTAT ON DEVELOPMENT

RELATED KNOWLEDGE MAJOR STEPS AND PROCEDURES METHODS/MEDIA STUDENT ACTIVITY 4A.

Cleanup

a. Discard ased materials.
b. Place unused supphes in proper

storage:.
c. Wash ,4nd rinse combs and

brushes and, place in wet
sanitizer. ,

.4. Clean and sanitize shampoo-
bowl.

e. Wash and sanitize hands.

,

KTHOD.: Explanation/
Demonstratign

MEDIA:

Practice cleaning u ) after .giving a
plain shampoo.



APPLICATION

INSTRUCTOR:

'STUDENT;

Provide each student a Patron (real or simulated) and the necessary equipment and supplies
Provide individUal .supervision, as necessary.

Using the materials and supplies provided, practice giving a plain shampoo to a patron (rea
4.

EVALUATION (Criterion-Referenced Measure)

o give a plain .shamppo.

or simula ed) under sUpervision.

II1STRUCTOR:

STUDENT:

INSTRU,CTOR:

Provide each student a patron and the necessary eqpipmentApd supplies to give a elain shampoo.

Give a plain shampoo to the patron ,provided.

Evaluate according to performance objective.

SUMMARY/CLOSURE

I. Introduction to\ shampoo

2. Making preparations

Selecting and arranging materia s
Washing and sanitizing hands
greeting and seating patron
Selecting shampoo
Preparing patron

3. Giving the shampoo

Adjusting voluye and temperature
of water
Applying shampoo.

-Giving manipulations
Rinsing

S

41.1

Making second application of
shampoo and rinsing

,

4. PartiaIlk, - drying hair

5. Completing shampoo

Fójn b
Set.
Thy
03mb-out

6. ',Gleaning- up

Disposition of:
Used materials
Unused materials .

s

Combs and brushes
Cleaning shampoo bowl
Washitig and sanitizing hands

Assignments
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.SAMPLE,

TAKINGAN6 'STORING DEapuous HARDWOOD CUTTINGS

Developed .jointly by a term of Agribusiness 'teachers, this samplq is representative of
the .printed volume tietleh "A Catalog .of Instructional Guides for .Performance-Based
Instruction for- Nursery Production." The volume proVides guidance for 'teaching the
.required tasks. Designed as the basic guide or lesson plan,it can be modified by each teacher
Who elects to use it. You will note that it does not include ',PREPARATION" and
"SUMMARY/CLOSURE" secti.on; it is assumed that ,teachers will add those portions in
Whatever formats desired.'

.1 .

Sonic of the important features of this basic plan are as

1. The task and perfo nance objectives are/stated at the topof the first page.

/. The structure and content are .includ5d in the first column on the/left under the
heading MAJOR STEPS/SUPPQRTING SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGES. This ism oUtline in
suggested teaching sequence of what is to be taught:

. 3. A RESOURCES column jdentifies the equipment, seplies and the other
instructional materials 'by. Ltype. Each teacher can write in the specific printed and
audiovisual materials.' Appendices in the back of the' volume giVe de led. listings-of
instructional materials. .

4. The .METI-IODS column identifies general methods to whh each teacher Can
add'more specific learning mperiences.

10'
,

A STUDENT ACTIVITIES Column'tincliades the truijor stuaent performances ,

with.space for additicinal acti'vities to.bje added.

-NOTE: In selecting the approach, the team considered both the needs .of the average
student and the special needs student. By including the basic guidance, they have
arovided a-plarrfan--gen-e,ral instruction. At the same time, theyleft room for the
guide to be modified through additirval methods, media and 4ctivities for the
special needs student.

tie

r

I



No. 13

I' PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE:
, . .

PO.?FORMANCE-BASED INSTRUCTIONAL GUIDE

Taking and .Stoting Deciduous Hardwood Cutting

CAven healthy, dormant, deciduous plants; 'and necessary tools, take cuttings from -current season's growth.
Satisfactory performance is realized if cuttings are 8 to 12 inches long, bundled 25 to 30 per bundle with
all basal ends together :And properly stored.

MAJOR STEPS/SUPPORTING
. SkILLS & KNOWLEDGES RESOURCES METHODS S'rUDENT AcTIvrrtEs

S'elect aiid cut plant materials
froM which hardwood cuttings
will -be 'taken.

7 -rime of,. year to make cuttings.
Select wood for cutting.

- .Determining current .seasons growth.
- Cut plant materials.

bundle, date and label plant
materials.
Basal cuts should be at same end
of bundles.
Bundles should be ot convenient
size for handling.
Label with appropriate information
for future reference.
Store temporarily, to avoid .drying ot t
or freeznig.

Equipment ar d Nup0e.s

Stock plants
Priining shears or
clippers
label and marker
Twine for tying in
bundles
Storage a

Printed Materials/Audio-.
visuals.

Explanation/Dernonstratioa
.Praetice/PerfOrmance
Simulation

Select and cut plant materials
from which hardwood cuttings
Will be taken.
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'MAJOR STEPS/SUPPORTING
SKILLS & KNOWLEDGE

ake and:bundle the cuttings
, , .

Take the cuttings from
hanested plant materials:'..,-

- Length of cuttings should
be 8" .to 15".

-- There should be at least 3
nodes on each 'cutting.

- Bundle cuttings in groups of 25 or .

50.

NOTE:

9 4

Be sure all basal cuts 'are at
the same end of the bundle.

_

Store cuttings.

Store by burying bundles"
in si'iwciust, shavings, or
similar materials in an
ppropriatc area a nd /or a

refrigertited facility
to maintain dormanc)

RESOUKES

EqUiPthent ad SupPlies
7 Clippers or shears

Stock wo
Twine for mg in
bundles.'

Printed Materialk/Audio-
visuals

Alb

METLIODS

Explanation/Der onstration
Individualized Instruction'i
Practice/PerformanCe

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Make and bundle deciduous
lwdwood. cuttings..

,

14

Equipment tind Supplies,

Storage area
- Sawdust, shavings or

similar material

416

Ix planation/Demonstration
I ndivjdiialiied Instruction
'ra cti cc Perforinan cc

Smlula lion

Store hardwood cuttings.

CRM: Take and store deciduous
hardwood cuttings from plants
provided 159 instructor.

. 1



SAMPLF

4MEASURE ANDAECOR1,3 PULSE

Representin.g a Health Occupations lesson, this eunple .has, he commQn cjnentsot
the previous examples.

,
The first part iden ifies the unit, lesson:task, ol je.ctive. eqtiipnienl/materials, teacliin

aids, and references..

The PREPNRATION'.sectii has:general direc
establishing the e ming set.

OnS motiVating the .student and

FollAing th(issect ion, the PRESENTATION sectionNiAkes up thcbody arid is' diyided
into tNP.cólumns:,one for the procedures to be, demonstrated and the seCond for the key
points offrelated knowledges. Although not as detailectas other samples, the:two columns
provide he basic content and struCture to which the teache; can add further atails as
necessar

An APPLICATION..section r)Llwides guida ice for practice: t le TEST section provides
foi. evaluation. ASSIGNMENTS are made in the.kiSt sectict%.

S.

. 07'
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t.

TASK: Measureqnd record radial pulse.

OBJECTIVE: ,

Lesson

a

-,

" G iven a patient', a watch with a second hand, a note pad,- and a pen, measure and
record the radial pulse rate. Whes counted twice, each count must agree tii, within plus .. ,_
or minus 4 count':'. , k

4
EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS:

1. Watch with second hand

Note pad ,

3. Pen

4. praphic Chart

5. Nurv's 'Notes

t ACHING AIDS: )

Transparencies

Anatomical' charts

, REFERENCES:

'04

Nufsin Skills for Health Occupations, Saunders,-Jones, Lucille,
Brown-Western, 1978,

I. PREPARATION (Of the student) ,

A. Explain importance of the pulse and its correct measurement.

B. State that lesson will prepare, participants to measure and record radial pulse.

0
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PRESENTATION

Ope ations or Steps Key Points

6

Prepare the patient (Explain
and demonstrate):

a. Explain procedure
b. Position the, pal3ent

3. ('ount the pulse (Explain and
I)emonst rate) .4

..
b. Place first three ringers

over thumb side:of .:,patient's
wrist; then press lightly
over the radial ,artery..

d. Count the. pulse for one
minute.

As you count, rofe th
force and rhythm.

4. Record the pulse rate and any
observations.

Using,. anatomical charts,
.explain the location of
the radial arteries:

2. Explain how to describe
th force and rhythm of
pu beats.

Allow time to recover
from any recent
exercise or excitement,

a. Always wash hands
before the procedure.

c. oot use your thumb;
you ¶011 feel your own

n you'r thumb.
Om.

am Record on Nurse's Notes
and Graphic Sheet when
taken with the temperature.-

b, 1Zeeord any irregurivities
in Nurse's Notes.

1



III. APPLICATION

A. Divide the class into pairs. One hi each pair will assume role of ."patient"; the other
will assume the role of "nurse." Have' eadh "nurse" mea6re, describe and record the
"patientl" pulse. . Direct each "narse" to practice the procedure several times as
necessary.

B. Direct`lkach pair to reverse roles'And practice the same procedures.

;

IV. TEST

A. Divide 'the clafis into differ4u:leams. Have each tneasure. and record the pulse two
times.

B. The two recordings madb, the same "nurse" on the same "patient" should agree to
within plus or minus 4 cOttin4. If not, have the procedu're repeated until standard is reached.

V. RSSIGNMENTS

Direct students to study the chapter in text on ,measuring blood pressure.

,



EXAMPLE 7

FILL OUT CASH REGISTER iUMMARY SHEET

83

dit

This -Distributive Education lesson plan- for a cashier-checker task is similar in most
aspects to previous examples. The Main components in the plan are the introduction, lesson
development, student application, performance evaluation., and,lesson summary. The plan is
self-explanatory and needsno further desCription. ,

NOTE:. Many. Alabama Distributive EducatiOn teacIlers use, the learning aCtivity
packages in a self-paced, individhalized system. Those teachers will nvit 'have a IesSon plan.
Instead, they will have an instructor guide .spdcially prepared for the individualized
pack ages.

S.

I.

1

4.1k.

*

414.
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TASK: Fill out cash register:sun-1111m.y sheet

PERFORCNCE OBJECTIVE':

Novided a cash register and a summary sheet close out the register by filling tit.t allof.the necessary
information on the summary sheet.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT:-

, I, Cash registers containing simulated bil6, coins, checks and pai5i-outs.
2. 'Adding machines or calculators

Cash register summary sheets
4. Transparencies .

Assignment sheets

iNTRODUCTI ON

'.., .
Explain importance of. closing out cash register and tilling etut the cash register summary sheet.

Explain that lesson,,ivill inelude:.6., ',
,.

a. Explaqation'and demonstrat on of the procedure'.
b. Practice in filling out the c4sh register summary sheet.
e. Evaluated-Performance.

44SSON DEVELOPMENT

Using transparency. explait the entries on the cash register' summary sheet.

Using the transparency of.1 filled-out summary sheet, explain how 4watctimplish the ftrllowi g:

a. Record store number. 6
b. Record date and time iegister is closed out.
c, 'Record employee nuMber or initial.
d. Record registeT number.
e. Record cash register drawer number.

Record cash register drawer reading.
g. Record actual countvin drawer.
h. Record total amoarit of bills.
i. Record total amount `of coins. .

j. Record total a9bulurit of checks..
k. Record total imOunt of paid-outs.
I. .Calculaie a subtOtal.'
m. Record actual count.
n. Record shortage or ovdage.
o. Sign the formj
p. Obtain author&ed approval.

o
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STUDENT APPLICATION

I. Give each student the assignment she t and three cash register summary sheets.

I.

2, Direct each student to use the date on the assignment sheet to fill out each of the summary
sheets.

,
3. Correct any er ors and clear up any misconceptions.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

l. Assign each student to a cash register in which the contents have been simulated.

2. Direct each to close out the register and complete the cash register summary sheet.

3. Evaltiate each completed sheet to verify jecurate counting, correct entries on summary sheet
and accurate calculations.

LESSON SUMMARY

I. Re-emphasize any points or procedures with which student experienced problems- or
difficulties.

7.
sheet.

Re-emphasize importance of accuracy in closing out cash register and filling out the summary

4.

n

A

4


